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Synopsis 

SYNOPSIS 

There is a need in industry and the NDT (Non-destructive Testing) community for quick, 

reliable, user-friendly and cost-effective compact NDT systems that can be used on a wide 

variety of materials and structures, for quality assurance and maintenance. Designing and 

building a compact Shearographic NDT system will enhance the capability of inspection 

during quality assurance and maintenance routines as well as reduce inspection time. Older 

compact Shearographic systems, which have been tested satisfactorily both under laboratory 

and field conditions at the NDT Laboratory at the University of Cape Town, have a rather 

restricted field of view. This is due to the proprietary shearing optics being placed in front of 

the camera lens, which in other words means that the field of view can only be increased by 

using a relatively small focal length camera lens which results in having to increase the size of 

the shearing optics. This would make the compact Shearographic device much larger which 

is counter-productive since technology enables/directs research and development toward more 

compact devices. 

The new proposed Shearographic system has its shearing optics between the camera lens and 

CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. This feature will increase the field of view in that; it 

will only depend on the focal length of the camera lens, rather than being dependant on the 

size of the shearing optics as well. The proposed shearing device will also render the 

Shearographic system more versatile as zoom lenses of different magnifications can be 

attached to the device depending on the distance from the object and magnification required. 

A manually adjustable iris will be incorporated into the device between the camera lens and 

shearing optics so that the MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) of the imaging lens can be 

manipulated. MTF is a measure of a lens's ability to transfer contrast at varying resolution 

levels from the object plane to the image plane. Therefore it is an important parameter to 

control when clear and well defined images are essential. 

Digital Shearography is a well established and widely used full field non-contacting optical 

interference technique that produces contour maps (i.e. fringe patterns) of measured 

v 
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displacement gradients (i.e. strain) of an object under inspection, when stressed. The most 

attractive feature of Shearography is its quick and near-real-time method of strain 

measurement. It also has many advantages over other major optical interferometric methods 

such as ESPI (Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry) in that it has a common laser path 

and is therefore unaffected by environmental disturbances. 

Computer 
+ 

Digitis ... 

Figure 1: Typical Shearography set-up 

A typical Shearography set-up is shown in figure 1. where it can be seen that the object under 

inspection is illuminated with monochromatic laser light. The light that is reflected off the 

object is viewed through a set of shearing optics, which has the ability to generate two 

laterally sheared images of the object. The two sheared images overlap in the image plane of 

the CCD camera resulting in a unique speckle pattern of the unstressed object (i.e. the 

reference image), which is then digitized and stored for later use by the personal computer. 

X r The object is subsequently stressed by thermal, pressure or mechanical methods. which causes 

the intensity distribution of the speckle pattern to changeJThe subsequent speckle pattern is 

then captured. digitized and compared to the unstressed speckle pattern (Le. the reference 

image) of the object resulting in an interferogram which consists of alternating black and 

white "zebra-like" fringes as shown in figure 2. 
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JilRUr< 2, ,>I. t)'pk~1 int.rf.rognllllifrin~. ""tltrn 

Phase-stepped Shearography, unlike Conventional Shearogmphy is a quanlilati" e method of 

data measurement and j~ al~() ir>eorporated int[) the design [)f the Sh"amgrap/lic '1',lem. It; , 

derived from [he intcmity integration mcthGd aod ha~ the following advantage~ over 

Conventional Digital Shcarography: 

• The technique d.-amalically increases the ~cmitjvily of inspection by manifesting 

fringe, that are much more prominent due to the ,-eduction in n()i~e. 

• It allows for filtering [)f the fringe paHem. 

• Data can be quantified_ 

Phase-stepping can be co,ily inco'pmated into the de,ign of [he Shcarographic system as the 

only hardware required is a picro·elect,-ically driven mirror which Can be easily fined 10 either 

"ann" of the shearing dc"iee, Howeve ,-, the custom software musl ha,'e the additional 

subroutine, 10 perform the ,ub/raction processes M the Phase-stepped S hearography equation, 

diller from the Conventional Shearograplly equotion,_ Phase-stepped Shearography produces 

much belter quality fringe poltems ,ince foUl' measuremenl, of the stressed object at known 

phase· steps a'-e compared to the unstressed image of the object. This results in a reduction in 

nOise when on interferogram i, generated. 

Subsequent 10 designing and building the compact Shearographic system, the device was 

calibrated by inspe<:ting a helicopter blade with "manufactured" defecls 10 est.ablish the 

suit.abilily of til e device in detecting the presence and location of flaw s. 

vii 
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Figu~ 3: Fring~ patt<nt of two> d"l',,"!> Jocat<d a\ tho l •• dln~ cd~ and middle nt tho h.1ionpltr blado 

u'ing' (~) Shcaro~r."h)', (b) Pha,o-",oppin~ (0) Filt~ciny. 

Figure 3(a) depict, l~ Shearographic fringe pattern lhat was produced while inspecting 

manufactured defects of equal si7e at the leading edge and t~ middle of the aerofoil , ection. 

The "double bull' s eye" on the left show< the presence and location of the leading edge defect 

wherea, the "double bull'.1 eye" on the right locales the middle defecl. It ean be ,ccn thalthe 

leading edge defect has manifested two fringes whereal tbe middle defect has manifested 

three. This i8 due to the middle defect being closer 10 tbe inspection surface (i. e. deeper from 

the far side/surface) than the leading edge defect. T~ number of ftinges in an area where a 

detect is located docs usually indicate the amplitlLde ()f the localized displacemenl induced. 

which is intluenced by the size ()f defect and it, depth. Figures 3 (b) and (e) depicts tile 

Phase-sterred Shearogmphy and Phase illtered fringe patterns ft'speetively, where it can ()nce 

again be seen that the middle defect ha, manifested more fringe, 

1l-.e design parameters such a, the intensily of laser illumination and the diameter of the 

manual iris were explored SO as to determine tile optimum selling of t~ Shearographic :;y:;tem 

for good quality fringe pancrns to be produced. The t1nal stage of testing \Val tile 

implementation stage where a :;ection of the main mtor ~Iicopter blade \Va., in<peeled 

VlIl 
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I'igure 4 mmm:rrize.' the remits of tl", in:;pection by depicting the phase-fill~red fringe 

pattern, as wdl 3., their location on the hdicopter blade, where fringe anomalie, had oo"n 

observed. 

H~u .. ~. Sohcrn1Iti< d.pictin~ tho location and r",uUln~ Phaso filterod fringe ""Ito'" or nnomali~. 

detoctod dUliny in<p«tion. 

Tht. areas where fringe anomalie, were ob.,erved on the helicopter blade w'bere marked off 

arK! cut open to e,tabli,h the rea,on fur the anomali~ s . Furt/krmore. thi s would determinc if 

the Sheurographic 'y,tern produc~d c]"ar and Unatll biguous results. 

The following major conclusion.< were drawn from the result" 

I. The Shearographic 'ystem h capabl~ of detecting the presence and location of defect s 

in compo:;ik structures, Furthertllore, the device can diffe rentiate betw~n defects of 

varying depth by manife.'ting the appropri atc number of fringe:;. 
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2. The number of fringes that can be manifested by a flaw is dependent on the period of 

stressing (when using heating or cooling techniques) as wen as the amount of time 

before the fringe pattern is captured by the user. 

3. The correct amount of laser illumination is important when measuring the 

displacement gradient of an object. An abundance of laser light saturates the pixels of 

the CCD detector resulting in those pixels not contributing to the measurement of the 

displacement gradient. On the other hand, insufficient laser light makes it difficult for 

the phase to be extracted resulting in fringes that are not well contrasted and not 

clearly visible. 

4. The field of view of the Shearographic system is a function of the optical 

configuration and the available laser illumination. The Shearographic system is 

capable of using CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) lenses of different focal lengths 

and has an optical field of view of 57 degrees when using the 8.5mm focal length 

CCTV lens. Therefore the only variable that limits the field of view of the device is 

the available laser illumination. Laser light is normally available in collimated "pencil 

like" beams. This beam must be expanded using suitable optics to cover the required 

surface area. However, the more one expands the beam, the lesser the illumination 

intensity becomes, a fact that can only be remedied by using a higher laser power. 

5. The MTF rating of a lens, which can be manipulated by adjusting the aperture of a 

lens, affects the contrast and fringe definition of a fringe pattern. Reducing the size of 

the aperture of a lens increases the MTF and improves the contrast and resolution of a 

fringe pattern. 

x 
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The following recommendations can be made: 

1. The compact Shearographic system has been successfully tested under laboratory 

conditions; further work should be done to make the device fully portable so that 

testing can be done under field conditions to confirm that the results will be still 

satisfactory . 

2. The only variable that limits the field of view of an inspection area, using the proposed 

Shearographic system is the laser power. Therefore, further studies should be done to 

determine if two lasers of the same power can be used simultaneously or if a higher 

power laser can be made portable to improve light distribution and intensity. 

3. Another method of increasing the field of view of inspection is to use a CMOS 

(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) camera32 instead of a CCD camera. 

The CMOS camera allows the user to program the dynamic range of each pixel 

independent of each other whereas the CCD camera has a limited dynamic range, 

which means that a CMOS-sensor can gather more light than a conventional CCD

detector under the same illumination conditions. Therefore a comparative study 

should be done to determine the light efficiency and image quality of the fringe 

patterns, when using CMOS camera and the CCD camera. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

There is a need in the South African Air Force and aerospace industry for quick and effective 

Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques for the inspection of aircraft during routine 

maintenance schedule. Designing and building a compact Shearographic NDT system will 

enhance the capability of inspection during maintenance as well as reduce the inspection time. 

Researchers at the Non-Destructive Testing (NOT) laboratory at the University of Cape Town 

have developed a compact Shearographic prototype which has been tested satisfactorily both 

under laboratory and field conditions 1,2,3. The prototype has a proprietary shearing optics 

device placed in front of the camera lens with a rather restricted field of view. In other words, 

the field of view can only be increased by decreasing the focal length of the camera lens which 

results in having to increase the size of the shearing optics. Increasing the size of the shearing 

optics would make the prototype larger which was considered counter-productive, since 

technological advances enable or direct research and development toward more compact 

devices. 

The new proposed Shearographic system has its .shearing optics between the camera lens and 

CCD (charge-coupled device) camera. This feature will increase the field of view in that; it 

will only depend on the focal length of the camera lens, rather than being dependant on the 

size of the shearing optics as well. The proposed shearing device will also render the 

Shearographic system more versatile as zoom lenses of different magnifications can be 

attached to the device depending on the distance from the object and magnification required. 

Modem Shearography, which is more formally known as Digital Speckle-Shearing-Pattem 

Interferometry (DSSPI) is a well established and widely used full field non-contacting optical 

interference technique that measures displacement gradients (i.e. strain) as well as curvature 

and vibrations of a specimen under inspection. An attractive feature of Shearography is its 

quick and near-real-time method of strain measurement. Shearography is used in a wide 
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variety of fields such as in academic and industrial research as well as inspection areas, which 

include experimental mechanics, vibration analysis and non-destructive evaluation (NDE). In 

the field of NOE, Shearography is aimed at detecting defects and has many advantages over 

other major optical interferometric methods such as ESPI (Electronic Speckle Pattern 

Interferometry). An in-depth comparative study of Digital Shearography and ESPI was done 

by Y.Y. Hung4 concluding that Shearography has the following advantages over ESPI: 

.. It requires a simpler optical setup, thus eliminating the optical alignment problems. 

.. The coherent length requirement is greatly reduced. 

.. Shearography provides a wider and more controllable range of sensitivity, thus 

allowing large defonnations to be inspected which is not the case in ESPI as it is too 

sensitive for many practical NOE applications. 

.. Rigid body motion does not influence the resulting fringe patterns, since Shearographic 

NOE uses a "common path" optical arrangement. 

Furthermore, both Shearography and ESPI measure surface deformation, however the 

information they yield differ. ESPI yields surface displacement infonnation whereas 

Shearography yields derivatives of surface displacement (Le. strain). This makes 

Shearography more practical thQn ESPI as flaws nonnally create strain concentrations and 

therefore it is easier to correlate flaws with strain anomalies rather than with displacement 

anomalies. 

Shearography is a versatile tool that can be used to inspect a wide variety of materials, 

including composites as shown in studies by Y.Y Hung5
, T Mayer6 and R Krupka7 as well as 

D Findeis and J Gryzagoridis1
, 3, S. These studies have also shown that different types of 

defects such as cracks, voids, delaminations and debonds can be detected. Consequently, 

Digital Shearography has received world-wide industrial acceptance for non-destructive 

testing. It is currently being used by the tire industry for evaluating tires, and in the aerospace 

industry for the non-destructive testing of aircraft structures, in particular, composite 

structures9
. Shearography is also emerging as a novel industrial NOT tool in other industries 

such as the automotive industry. Digital Shearography has been researched and developed for 
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approximately a quarter of a century with the first full scale implementation of Shearographic 

NDT system being applied in the production of the Northrop B-2 Bomber by Northrop 

Grumman Corp. in 1988. 

Shearography was invented in the early 1970s due to research efforts focusing on the 

development of novel methods for perfonning high sensitivity measurements on diffusely 

scattering illumination surfaces. However, at that stage it was limited in acceptance in that, 

photographic film was being used as the recording medium, which was tedious and costly. 

Interest in Shearography declined during the late 1970's until the 1980's when CCD cameras 

linked to image-processing modules replaced photographic film. At this point, Shearography 

became known as Digital or Electronic Shearography. The introduction of Phase Stepping 

and computerized fringe analysis has further helped to spread the use of Digital 

Shearography. Phase stepping and filtering of images dramatically increases the amount of 

information gained from an inspection as will be discussed later in this chapter. Advances in 

technology, particularly with respect to high resolution and high-speed data acquisition 

systems, as well as software development, has brought Digital Shearography to a new 

threshold, where it stands today. 

The motivation to develop speckle based techniques came about due to the invention of the 

laser in 1960 and the realization that speckle could carry significant amounts of information 

about position and surface structure of a rough object10,ll. 

3 
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t1gurc 1.1: T),pkottascr specldo pon.rn 

Speckle interferometric technique, (i ,e Sheal'Ography, ES PI and llolography) rely on the very 

basic phcoomeoon of light interference namely that objects illuminmed with laser light have a 

granular app"aran~e. Speckle as pidured in figure 1.1 is observed when an ooject is 

illuminated with coherent laser light. Most objeCl~ are optically rough even if they are rough 

only at a micl'O'copic IeveLf .. However, a speckle field ~an only be created if the height 

variation of a ,urface i, of the order of or greater than the wavelength of the illuminating 

light. ) Speckle (i.e, the granular appearance) i, cr~ated hy the intett'erence of wavelet, of 

coherent light of dilferent path length due to surt'ace roughne,;",," Each point on the object 

surface will renect light. Purthermore, interference will occur between these object points 

due to the high coberence of laser light. If this is viewed by a dctedor, a random patlern of 

interference fringes (i.e. spc~kle) will be obscrvcd. This randomness is due 10 surface 

roughness. which causes a path length variation (i.e. phase variation), of ,cattered la'er light 

in proportion to local height "mimion from point to puiOl. This mean~ thaI a 'pockle pattern 

i, uni~lLe for a gheu object surface, ilJuminmion and viewing conditions. 

The la,er ha. heennsed in a wide variety of metrological and indmtri~1 in'pection systems", 

Light emitted from a laser i, unulually .imple in form, with variable, that ar~ qlLite constant 

with time and ~an be measured with high precision, Thil mcam that lasers off~r brightne", 

high degree~ of coherence and are monochromatic. which makes them the '1uiute~sential light 
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source fol' interferurnetry_ However, a laser beam is only monochromatic over a certain 

dist~llCe ~nd wil l only approximate a sine wave of fixed fre~uency for a certain distance, 

know n ~5 tbe eoberence length " 

There are m~ny types of lasers on the marketlhal can be used for interferometry, with varying 

power, wavelength and eoberence length. The most commonly u,ed bser i, the Helium Neon 

(HeNe) laser, which is relatively inexpensive and easily a"ail"bk. TIl<: wavdellgtlL of tlL~ 

HeNe laser is 631.Hnm, with power varying from 0.1 10 50mw and lbe coherence length 

varying from 5 to 3Ocm, 

The Michelson interferometer is tlle most commonly used 'hearing device in Shearograp/ly 

and was in;'ented in 1881 by Alben Michelson_ He was awarOOd the )joble prize in p/ly,ic, 

for bi, optical imtmment' of precision and tbe spectruscopic and metrological investigations 

he executed with them, Tbe Micbelson intcl'ierumeter measures out-of-plane displacement 

gradients with accuracy of the order of one wavelength of light used and can be modified to 

incrca.'e the accuracy to a lentll or even a hundredth of a wavelength_ 
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Digtker 

j 

Figure 1.2: A typk.l Sh<arograpbic sotup 

A typical Digital Shearographic ,C(-uP is shown in figure 1,2. The ohject to !J., inspected i.' 

iliuminat.,J Wilh Ill<JnOChrOmatic la' er light which i, di'per",d by a beam expander", that it 

oovers the entire object. The light that i, rellecred off the objecl lraverseS a set of shcaring 

optics which later~lly ,hears the image of the uhjecl intu two. As a result. the two sheared 

im~ges overlap when imaged ontu the CCD camem. In uther word:;. I.hi, ~Iso means thaI. two 

neighboring object points P(x,y) and PIx + ,h,y) IKJW meet in !he im~ge plane, where Ox j, the 

magnitude of shearing parallel tu the x-axis. Due to !he monochromatic nature of laser light, 

the overlapped image, proouce a unique speckle pat!em, This 'peck1e pattem known a, the 

reference image (i.e. unstressed image) i, tl'ammitted by the CCD cllil1era to a personal 

computer, which dig-ilir,es ~nd 'tore, it f"'rlater use. 
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fi~ur< U: A t~lIkal rrin~c lIaiicrn 

Th~ object is subs~gll"ntly ,(,-e.s.sed hy either m~chanic~l, pr""u,-e or lhe rm~1 methl-.:l~. 

SlressiIlg of Ih~ objl'Cl c~uscs the sutf~ce of the ohjecl to di,tort ~nd the inten,iry distrihmion 

of the sp.;.:ckle pmlern changes. TIli' i, due to ~ change in the relative di'placeroem of P(x,)-') 

"mi P(x -t ox,yi wnen the ""jecl i, stl-e,,,,,d. The , ecolld speckle image is Jigitized and 

'nbtroCl~d from ltli.; reference 'peckle im~ge. A fin~l im"ge is fonned which contains "zebd' 

like black "Illi white fringe pon""". An eumple of a typic~l fringe pattern of a bterally 

she"reti image is dlumaled in figure 1.1. where It", fringe pattern looks like" double bull', 

eye. Shearographic fringe [l'ltlern, differ form ESP! fringe p"lIem, "'hich "PP'"'' as a'ingle 

concemric frillge pan~rn as shown in figure 1.4. 
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The difference between the two types of fringe patterns becomes more apparent when a plot of 

deflection of an object as in figure 1.5(a) and a plot of the corresponding deflection derivative 

(as shown in figure L5(b)) is analyzed. It can be seen from the figure tbat ESPI measures the 

surface deflection wherea; Shearograpby measures the strain whicb is the deflection derivative 

with respen lox ,ince the image is being ,beared parallel to the x-axis. 
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(a) 

(b) 

, 
'i 

Inrrnducrion 

w 

ESPI 

------~8_---cccc+,,--------~-c---r 

Shearography 

Hgur< I.S: Plot of: (~) Sin,'" bull' • • y. fring. paU.rn in E..<;PI and (b) Doubl. bull'. <)" in Di~tal 

S!I<aro&r.phy for til< d.f')nllati". on an obj«t 

The Shearu~'Taphic fringe pattern can alsu oc U'anslat~ jnto a 3D plot by means of an 

autonlalcd pllasc cxtroction t~bnique ~rnploying a pha_e shifl tecllniqu~, don~ by y, Y 

Hung" . Th~ 3D plut is shown in figure 1.6 wh~re the chang~ in , lope of th~ <kflection 

<krivativ~ illustrate , the points of maximum and minimum rate of deflection, 
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Figur< 1.6: A 3D plol or tbe deflrction d<r;'.,.!ivo di.rribution "r a Sbean,¥rapbk frin~. patter.' 

Phase-Slepped Shcarograpl1y I' a quantitative melhod of data mea,urement and i, abu 

incorpomtoo into the design of the Sh~arographic system. It dramatically increa,e, tim 

,em;ili vily uf the device and is deriv~d from the intensity integraliun method. A cumparmi ye 

study of Cun ventional Di gilal Sh~arograpl1y and Pl1a,e-,tepped Sheamgraph y was done by A. 

Andh~ . J. Glyzagoridis and D. findei"". 11", ,tudy conclude.' that Pha",-stepped 

Shcarography has II", following advantages O,'er Cunventional Digital Shearograpl1y: 

• The technique dramatically increas", the sensitivity of in:;p;;:ction by manifesting 

fringe, that are much more prominent due tu the reduction in no;,e. 

• It allow' for filtering of the fringe pattern. 

• Data can be quantified, 

A typical ,etup of Phase-Stepped Shearugraphy is shown in tlgure 1.7. It can b~ '~~n from th~ 

figur~ that the Phase-Stepped Shearographic hardware can be easily incorporated into the 

Shearographic system as only a piezo·electrically driven mirror has to be filted. However, the 

custom software installed on the per.,onal cOttlp'Ller mu,l have additional subroutines installed 

to perform the subiiaction pW<."Csscs needed to generale the fringe pattern, in Pha,~-Stepped 

Shearography as the equations diff~r from Conventional Shearography, 

10 
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The phase--.tepping technique requlfes a minimum of three measurements (i.e. speckled 

images) to solve for three unknowns; however four measurements are more commonly u,ed. 

Phase-steps are produced by mechanical micro-displacements of a piew-electrically driven 

mirror. which is calibmted before lesting can commence. The PZT (Piew-electric 

Transducer) is the most commonly used device in phase-stepping in Ihat it is cost effective and 

requires minimal power. The micro-displacements are produced by applying a voltage across 

the piezo-electric crystals which results in their expansion. A low voltage PZT can provide 

tran.lalion of a fraction of a micro-meter. The cu.lom software also controls the piew-electric 

trmsducer by sending a binary number to an expansion card fitted on Ihe PC. The binary 

number is then converted into a voltage by a digital to analogue converter and sent to the 

piew-electric transducer via a cable that connects itlO the computer so that a calibrated micro

di'pJacement can occur. 

Each micro-dispiacement of the pie~o-electrical ly driven mirror initiates phase-step. of 'Ii 
increments. which i. equivalent to changing the path length of the Ia.o;e. beam by a quane. of a 

wavelength. After each phase-step. a speckle image of the stressed object is captured by the 

image proceosing system. As mentioned earlier four measurementS or ,!",ckled image, are 

captured and this is known as the 4-bucket 'yMern. The fo ur mea,url'm~nls are taken in less 
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than a s~cond and 1m, pha", Can lh~n be d~scribed by lh~s~ four m~asur~ments. Th~ pllas ~ 

diff~ rwc~ can th~n be calculatffi by subtracting the phas~ of lh ~ imag~ of th~ ~tr~,,~d obj~t 

from the phase of the image of th~ un~tre's~d object. Sub~ "'Iucnt to ,ubt.raction ~nd ~ltering 

of th ~ limits, lh~ pha"" diffeI~nc~ li~s within th~ rang~ of 0 to 2,. radi~llS and thlLs contains 2Jl 

disconlinuili~s, 

}'i~uro 1.8: Typic~t pha,. map U,iD~ Pbaso-StOtl!l<d Sh<arn~Taphy 

Ooc~ the phase diff~renc~ i, calculated using the image proce"ing software. a ph~se m~p is 

pruduc~d consisting of fring~' ranging from black to whit~ and th~n suddenly changing to 

black again, This "~aw tooth" pattern continues throughout th ~ image a, shown in figur~ 1.8. 

This dra,tic change occur>; due to th~ phas~ differencc inc''C~sing towards 2:n: and th~n jumping 

back to zero wh~n th~ limit of 2Jl is rcachffi. This mean> lhm in thc final im~ge. black 

r~pr~sents th~ smallest phase diff~rence and whit~ th~ largest. Th~ reg ion~ whe r~ th ~, e 

discominlLiti~s occur ar~ called 2l(: discontinuities and are the m~in charact~ri,tics of phase

stepping, which m,!p delermine the relative direction in which ddormation takes pl~c~. 

A paper written by y, 1:lar_Coh~n' 6 titled "rn-Servic~ NDE of Aeru,pac~ Struclures -

Em~rging T echnologi~s and Chalkng~s ~t thc end of the 2'" c\lillennium" Slate, th~ following: 
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"The requirements for NDE are continuing to be driven by the need for lower cost methods 

and instruments with greater reliability, sensitivity, user friendliness and high operation speed 

as well as applicability to comply with all materials and structures." 

Later in the paper he also writes the following: 

"Effective field inspection requires a portable, user friendly system that can rapidly scan large 

areas of complex structures" 

It is clear that the NDE community and industry require portable/compact NDE methods 

which are reliable, sensitive, user-friendly, fast and cost-effective which are useable on a wide 

variety of materials and structures. Researchers such as Y. Y. Hungl7
, M. Kalmsl8 and S. 

Waldner19 have already realized the need to meet these requirements and have attempted to 

design portable/compact Shearographic systems. It has been claimed that these prototypes 

produce satisfactory results under laboratory and field conditions. However, little or nothing 

is known about the optical configuration used to design these devices. Therefore the aim of 

this thesis is to design, build and test a novel compact Shearographic system capable of rapidly 

scanning the surface of test pieces and displaying clear unambiguous results. 

1.2 Problem Clarification 

This section breaks down the project and describes in full the objectives and design 

requirements of the project. The design requirements will be used later to decide on the best 

design concept which will be implemented into the final solution. 

1.2.1 Objectives of this work 

The main objectives of this research and development were to: 

II Design a compact DSSPI (Digital Speckle-Shearing-Pattem Interferometer). 

II Calibrate the DSSPI by inspecting an object containing defectslflaws. 

II Vary the design parameters so that optimum performance and deeper understanding of 

compact shearing interferometry can be achieved. 

81 Test the device on a high value engineering component with suspected defects. 

13 
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1.2.2 Design Requirements 

The design requirements of this project were to: 

III Design a compact Michelson type shearing interferometer. 

III Place the shearing optics between the CCD camera and zoom lens so that the field of 

view can be varied. 

III The overall dimensions of the shearing interferometer and the CCD camera should be 

approximately the size of an A5 page which is half the size of the previous prototype. 

III Attachment of various focal length c-mount CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) zoom 

lenses must be possible. 

III An iris should be incorporated into the device so that the laser light intensity can be 

controlled. 

III One of the mirrors within the Michelson type interferometer must be capable of 

making small angle rotations in at least two axes to introduce shear on the observation 

plane. 

III Phase-stepping must be incorporated into the design of the compact Shearographic 

interferometer, to enhance the quantitative results. 

II The prototype must be able to inspect a minimum area of 300mm by 200mm (Le. 

larger objects can be inspected in sections over a short period of time). 

II The fringe patterns must be clearly visible and unambiguous. 

1.3 Procedure used to gather Information 

The information on which this thesis is based was gathered by means of: 

II Books 

II Papers 

III Catalogues 

II Correspondence with companies 

III Internet searches 

II Meetings with supervisors 

14 
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1.4 Plan of Development 

Chapter two establishes the basic principles of Digital Shearography and Phase-Stepped 

Shearography. Digital Shearography is discussed with particular reference to displacement 

gradient measurement followed by the factors which limit the application of the technique. 

Chapter three outlines the important sections of the appendices which contain the background 

theory of optics. This information may be required by the reader, as an in-depth knowledge of 

optics was required to design the novel Shearographic system. 

Chapter four begins by explaining the workings of the individual components that make up the 

Shearographic system. The optical configuration of the various design concepts, which were 

considered for the designing the Shearographic system, are then discussed. The advantages 

and disadvantages of each design concept are discussed so that the best solution could be 

implemented, with regard to the design requirements. 

Chapter five explains in detail the experimental procedure that was used to obtain the results 

of this investigation. The setup of the Shearographic equipment as well as the manufacturing 

of the calibration specimens is then discussed. 

Chapter six lays out the results of the investigation, which are the resulting Shearographic, 

Phase-stepped Shearographic and phase filtered fringe patterns. 

Subsequent to analyzing the fringe patterns conclusions are drawn in chapter seven, followed 

by recommendations for further work in chapter eight. 

15 
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2. BACKGROUND THEORY 

2.1 Digital Sbearograpby 

The compact Shearographic Interferometer designed in this investigation will only be used in 

the field of Non-Destructive Testing to inspect high value engineering components. For this 

reason the compact Shearographic Interferometer will only be capable of measuring out-of

plane displacements gradients of stressed objects. The following section describes this 

technique in greater detail. 

2.1.1 Principles of Digital Speclde-Sbearing-PaUem Interferometry 

A schematic diagram of a Digital Shearographic system is shown in figure 2.1 illustrating the 

path of a light beam from the object to the CCD Camera. Subsequent to reflection off the 

object, the light beam is split into two equal parts by the beam-splitter and travels through the 

two "arms" of the interferometer. One arm of the interferometer shears the image using a 

small tiltable mirror and directs the beam of light back into the beam-splitter. The other 

mirror (i.e. arm) satisfies the coherence length of the laser by making the split beam of light 

travel a distance equal to the beam of light in the first arm (the need for equal beam path 

length is discussed later in the section). A major disadvantage of this optical configuration is 

that when the light beams recombine at the beam-splitter only half the intensity of the light 

enters the CCD Camera since the other half of the light is guided out by the beam-splitter. 

16 
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The mitial step in Digital Shearography i, to capture il speckle patl~m or imilge of th~ 

llm,tressed object, which i, digitized and stored a, a rt'ferencc image. The imemity of light at 

iln y point on the ,peckle image of the unstre,<ed object can he de,crihed mathematically hy 

lhe following- equation: 

I. '" 2A' [1 +cost 8(x-'- ox, y)-8(x, y))] (2.1 ) 

Where A is a complex amplitude of the combined wilvefwm, ilnd i, a function of the object 

illumination and 8< IS the magnitude of ,hear. Furthermore, 8(x,y) and 

O(x+ ox, y) repre,em, the phase in t\>,'0 ohject point, thm, due to ,hear, will correspond to the 

smne imag-e posilion, The object is then stre,sed by either mcchilnical, pressure Of thcmla1 

methods. Stressing of the object causes the relative displacement ""tween two point:; on the 

surface of the ohject to change, which in tum cau,e, the laser pmh length to change. This 

17 
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change of path length then alters the demity distributi[)n [)f the >peckle pattem and tile 

intensity can be expre:;:;.ed by the fo1lowing equati[)n: 

1. -= 2,1' [1 +co,(( 8(x+ Ox, y)- O(x,},)) + 8.0)] (2.2) 

The ",rriable 81/1 in e'luation (2.2) rcpreSelllS the phase difference occurring due to the object 

being ,tres",d. The 'peckle image, of the stressed object, is then digitized and ,tored. n.c 
pha,e difference 1'1..0 can he ext.racted by eit.her adding or ,ub/ncting the reference image 

from the stressed object image, de:;cribed by equation:; (2.1) and (2.2) respecti\'ely, TIm 

software used in lhis im-estigation subtract:; these two equations, which results in an 

interferogram with an inlensity distrihulion a:; follow, (the ,teps leading up to equation (2.3) 

are provided in appendix B): 

The illleJterogram produced by equati[)n (2.3) above map' the pha,e comOUTh, which consisl 

[)f allemating "zebra like" black and white fringe pattem" Th;, is due lo area, of pixel 

imen,ity cOlTeiating or dccorrclating, when the two image image, are ,ub/rocted, to form the 

illleJterogram. COlTeiati[)n will take place when the phase difference i! a! f[)lk,,\'~: 

"'.o=2nl! where n=O, 1,2,. (2.4) 

Thi, condition corresponds to the dark fringe, on the intelferogram. In contra,t, deC<llTelati[)n 

will take place when the pha!e difference i, a' follows: 

where n=O,I,2,. (2.5) 

This condition corresponds to the hright fringes [)n the interferogram. The fringes can be 

modeled hy the foll[)wing mathematical e~uati[)n: 

18 
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(2.6) 

Where A(! i, the correlation pha.'e, a.l is the rale of surfa~e ui'plaooment, S is the magnitude a, 
of shear (i.e. the distance between common point,s that are sheared) and}, is the wavc!engtll 

for laser lig-Ill. The aoove equation show,s tllat the correlation fringes represent lines of 

constant displm:ement rates, where AI) i, ~onslant. The sensitivity of the interferometer can 

be varied by increasing or decreasing the angle of shear and therehy, varying the magnimde of 

,hear (S), Therefore it can be seen from equation (2.6) tllat the gre~ter tile rn~gnituue of 

,shear. the larger the pha'e differenceAp, which therefore increases the sensitivity of tile 

lilterfermnetcr. If the phase difference in eguation (2.6) is replaced by eguation (2.4) then tile 

spacing betwcen adjacent fringe' a' a function of the displacement gradient can be obtaincd 

and is described by eguation (2.7). 

CJd n)_ 
-. - Where n = n() affringe> ar 2S 

(2.7) 

This equation proves that for a given 'Ulface area, an increase in displacement gmdient will 

produce a corresponding increase in the number of fringe'. The Shearographic NDE 

equatioos and their derivations can be founu in "Holoflraphic and Speckle Interferometry" hy 

R. Jones and C. Wykes2(). 

2.1.2 C"hc,..,ncte Length >lnd UnbH1Hnced In!£-rferometers 

Laser light although assumed 10 he rnonochromati~, i, only monochrornati~ until a finite 

'patial extent. Funhermore the ~oherencc length is defined as the distancc Over which a laser 

beam will approximate a ,inc wave of rL~ ed frequency. 

I .ascr light. frcMl1 a real source, tmver,ing a Michel son inleJferometer of e<lual arm lenglh (i.e. 

di_ranee between the tWO rnirror:s ~nd beam-splitler are equal) resull, in the interferometer 
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producing fringes of excell.nt contrast", a, <hown in t'gure 2,2(a). Areas of the fringe 

parr.m containing darl fringe, d"" to destructive interference will be rclfectly block. The 

vi,ibility of a fringe patt.m, which is a measure ofth. contrast. is described by the cqu~tion 

(2.8) below. 

V=/~,-,

I ,,,, +' .... (2.8) 

Wh.,. ' """ arxl I"", are th. maximum arxl minimum value< of th. int.n<ity of the fringes, 

Fring"' in t'gur. 2.2(a) have an ,~ "- va[u. of z.ro, which make, th. vi,ibillty If unity. This is 

lhe maximum value of V: th.,-"fore maximum cont",<t i, achieved. If one of the arms of the 

interferometer were to be extended by moving mirror M, by ~ distance of ~ the visibility V , 
would decr.ase in magnitooe and the fringe pattern'S contrast would become moderate as 

shown in figur. 2.2(b). Further tran,lation of mirror M, to a distanc. of ~ would cause the , 
flinge vi,i!:>ility to d.crea<e even further until no fringe< will b. vi~ible du. to If tending to 

zero. T1Je degradation of fring. visibility with increas.e in path length of a Michelson 

inte tf.,umet.r i, a m.a~ure of temporal or longitudinal coher~nce of a light source The 

coherence length of a light <ourc. i~ g.nerally defin.d a, th. distance in which the flinge 

visibility V f~lh to X, (where ~ =2.718), In interferometry long coherency lengths are 

desirabl . , Helium-Neon lasers have a coherency l.ngth of approximately 20cm. However, 

the coherency length can be increased to seven meter'<. This can be accomplished by 

modifying the la,er to produce a ,ingl. axial mod •. The di<advantage of modifying the ]a,er 

is that it cause< a loss in la<er power. 

20 
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~'I" •• M., .. 'I" 
I; ~ 

,., (b) 

M, 

" , 

::v / "'" 
10) f\ 
~-~ 

F~"n 2.2: Temporat ouh .... nco .tr<'tt' d;,pJayod by a Mkb<lson I nt<rl'orom<tor" 

To ,ummarize, the path length of the two arms of the :Miehcls.on interferomeier sooulJ be kepi 

equal due to laser light having a specific cohercnce length, whieh affects the visibility of 

fringe palterns. 

2.1.3 Limiting factors in Interferometry 

Thi, ,ection point' out the limiting factor, concerning the measnrement of displacement 

graJicnl using Shearograpllie NDE. 

21 
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2.1.3.1 Sensitivity 

The minimum displacement that can be measured by an interferometer depends on the 

speckle size. TIle displacement (}f the (}bj ect must he such that the resulting displacement (}f 

the speckle pattern in the image plane i, greater than the 'peckle size in that plane. Equati(}n 

(2.9) shows the minimum out-of-plane displacement requi red t() pmduce fringes. 

(2.9) 

Where q, is the speckle size and m IS the magnification of the viewing ,ystem, Since the 

magnilication of a viewing system is usually unity to prevent len, aberration and fringe errors 

equation (2.9) can be writtcn as follow " 

(2.10) 

Where fj) is the focal length and (a) is tbe aperture dimneter of the lens making up the 

vi ewing sy,lem. It Can be seen Ii-om equation (2.10) that an increasing aperture ,ire allow, 

the interferometer!(} detect smaller di'placemenl" However. pixel intensity i, als(} dependant 

(}n aperture size and if the aperture of the viewing system i, too large it will cause the pixel 

intensity of the CCD detector to become saturated aoo therefore record the wrong 

mea'ure ment (Pixel intensity i, discussed furlher in secti(}n 2.1.3,2). Furthermore, speclle 

,i7~ and hence minimum displacement i, limited by the ",,,,lving power of the CCD detector 

kn(}wn a, the detector cut-off point' Therefme Jarger ,pecite (caused by smaller aperture') 

are ea,ier to rewlve mating fringes clearly visible. 

The total number of fringe, (Le, the maximum di,placement) that can he ob,erved using an 

inlcrferometcr is limited by the speckle size. It ha' been proven by Jones and WykesW that 

the ratio of fringe 'pacing to speckle size mu,t be greater than 5 for fringcs to be obsen'ed. 

This means that maximum displacement that can be mea'ured by an interferornctcr of an 

object under inspection is limited hy thi' fact(}r. 
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2.1.3.2 Phel Intensity 

A me.asureme.nt. of a camera pixel intensity. call vary irom useful to incorre.ct depellding 011 

whether the pixel sign~l is very low, modulalin" or totally saturate.d. The illtellsity of ~ 

camera pi~ el i, defmed by the follol'lillg equ~tion: 

l=la+l"cos¢ (2.11) 

Where 10 is th e haclgroUlld inten,ity, 1" i~ lhe modulation intensity and IjJ is the phase. If 

lhese vari~blcs arc known, then it is possihte to letl whelher tfle measurement of a pixel 1S 

vatuah[e or not. For e.~amplc if the sign~l exceeds the pi~ el saturation inten,ity 1"", thell the 

measured intensify will be WT(,"". Furlhermore if the modulalion inten,ity i, too low. then it 

will be impo,sihle 10 e~l!'act the phase from lhe inkn,ity measurement. Therefore a pi~ el 

with high modulation intensity 1" illld a total imensity f, which is below saturation, will 

contribute to a 'good' di,placemellt gradienl measurement. Thi, meallS that there is all 

oplimum amount of lasa lighl required dUl;l1g an inspedion and Ihis can be comrolled 

varying fhe amount of light Ihat emers the CCD camera. 

"' r -------------- ---"'" 

'0"""'-'-'"'"'-'-"'--------C----,:c---'" 
0,01 0.1 I '0 100 1000 

~a,imu'" ao . ... ~ obl*<;I inlel1. 1ry <~", •• i .... ,1,f11) .t 111 { I .. I 

Jiig"re 2"~: Efflcienoy n",u. ", ... imum a""ilabl. "bjed inte",.ty" 
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Mealurcments t>!ken under optimal wnditions will lead to the high~st number [)f good pixels 

arid th~ least number of bad pixell. Th~ ~uality of meaSurcmcnt Can be dcfin~d by the 

".,.,a,urem~nt ~fIi~i~ncYI7, which t>!kes into account all the camera pixels w;ing weight> 

relat~d to the pixel <juality, The wcights arc ~ function ofthc pixel modulation intensity 1M. 

background intcnsity lu and phase ¢ _ Therdore the right combination of these weight:; will 

produ~e high quality pix ~l mcamrement and thu, allow the system to be optimizcd, Figure 

2,3 is a graph of dj-icieney 17 v~r>u> maximum availabk obi e~1 int~nsity (i,e. maximum 

available lighl), It ~an be seen from thc graph that for every ap"rture number, the dfi~j"ncy 

curve increase< linearly until saturation sets in and at this point i, wherc the high~st po"iblc 

dfideney for a paJticuiar apcrlur~ size is rcached. Furthcrmore it can also be '~~n that [)n"" 

the [)ptimum dticiency i, reached for a parti~ular ~pcrture number, increa<;ing thc lasel' power 

will be fruitkss lincc the dtlciency will not in~'rease, This means thai when thel'C i> limited 

la<;er pow~r large ap"rture:; arc mOI'C dficienl. H[)wever, if higher la<,cr powers arc available 

then smalkr ap"rlures are more efficient. Ra<togiZ2 explain:; th~se optimiz~tion criteria m 

much greater {\etail whilst this par~gr~ph summari~, the re,uh, of his study. 

2.1.3.3 Object size 

The maximum object area that Can be in>pccted during a .<ingle in.<peclion il not dq • .,ndant on 

the field of view of the viewing 'ystem. Although the field of view doe< affect th e amount of 

the obj~~t that e~n be ,~ en at one tim~ il is usu~lly the la<;er pOW~1' that is the limiting facto?!, 

In a laboratory, laser jXlwel' can ~a<ily be incr~as~d by using a high voltage Ia'~r that i, water 

cooled. However in portabk inlerkrometry laserp[)wer i, very limited and w is the siz~ of 

the object area that can be i!lSp"~kd, 
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2.2 Phase-Stepped Shearography 

2.2.1 I'rindples of l'ha.c_stcppillg 

The following ,~ctions dcscrib" thc analy'i' of 'pecll~ pattern, and the re,ulting phase map 

thai is manifested when using Phase-Stepp"d Sh~arographic NOE. f'ilt~ ring i, di:;cussed as 

means of ,ub,tantially improving the phase map image quality. 

2.2.2 I'ha<;c-Stepping 

Phasc-,tcpping is derivcd from Ihe inlensity integration method" and require, a minimum of 

three measurements (i.c. speckle paHern,) to solve f()r thr~e unkn()wns. H()we,'cr f()UI 

mcasurements are mor~ cmnmonly used. Each micro displacement of th~ calibrat.ed piew

electrically driven mirror initiates pI1ase steps ()f Yz incr~m~nts. which is cquivalent t(} 

changing the path length (}f thc lascr beam by a quaner ()f a wavelength a, sh()wn in figure 

2.4. 
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_ --. 
, '" 

Figur. 2.4: 'lotion oflhc pi<,.o·eloctrically dr;'·"" mirror rcl>lth'~ (0 • U>OllO<hTom~tk I ... .". ""am 

It can be seen from figure 2.4 that a monochromatic Ia>er beam is sinusoidal in nature and that 

'" th~ piClo"lectrically Jriv~n mirror is displaced from it. initial po,ition it change, the I"",r 

beam path l~ngth. Fim by a 'Iua'-l~r of a wayclengt.h. ,~cond by half a wawlength, third hy 

thr~c quart~r of " w,,,'eI~ng(h and jinally at (be fourth ph,,<e .'tep the beam path l~ngth has 

been chang~d by a full wayelength. At thi' pomt the pi~zo-clcctrically dri\'w mirmr !Cverts 

back to it, initial po,ition 

", 
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After each pltase-,tep ~ 'p"dde p~ttem i, "gmbbed" by the ;m~ge processing syslem. The 

measured imensity l.{x,y) of thc speckle pattern, at any given co-ordinate (x,y), can be 

described b)' Ihe f{Jll{Jwing c'luau""M: 

IJx, y) = I." (x, y) + J..)x, y) co:s( ¢(x, y) + ia) i=1,2,,, .. ,N (2.12) 

Where, h<ix,y) i, Ihe background mtensity, l.,.,J,x,y) is the modulation intensilY, ~(x,y) is the 

phase difference between the object and reference beam and a is the relalive phasc slep (i.e. 

";;). When four images are grabbed (i. e. when i gocs from 1 to 4), the proces:; IS known as 

" 
lhe 4-bucket system". 

( " Sin", CO\ (J +"2 j = -sinO and co,{8+ Jr) = -CDS (J 

I J (x. y) = I." (x, y) - { ... ,(x, y),in(r (x, y») 

{, (x, y) = I"", (x,y) - {"" (x. y)cos(¢ (x,y) 

I . (x. y) = { • ..., (x . y) + {." (x , y)C<Js(p (x, y») 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Equation (2. 12) produce, four Lrigonomelric cquation.< ~, described by e'lu ali",,, (2.13-2.16), 

which can be ,{JIved Lo eliminale the unknown baclgmund intensily lw"(x.y). Thc phase 

difference can only be calculated after the hockgmund intcl!>ity l"",(x.y) is eliminated as 

discussed inlhc ncxt section. 

2.2.3 Calculation of the Phase Change Distribution 

The technique described above pwvide, a wrapped pha:;e distribution. ¢!x.y), which still 

contains the 'p~tially random phElSc disLribulion descri bed b)' the background illlel"it)' 

{,,,,(x.y). The bockground imensity l",w(x.y) i, removed hy ,ubtracting eyuati{Jn (2.14) from 
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equation (2,16) and ~quation (2.13) from ~4uation (2.1:;) which yieldl ~~,,~tion (2.171 and 

(2.1 g) re'pecti vd}" 

I, -I, =2!", (x,y)co'(9 (x.y)) 

1,-1 =21 ... (x,yhin(~(x,y)J 

(2.17) 

C IN) 

Til;, phase can he de,crihed '" a funclion of Lh;, four intensities hy the following ~quation '.",~: 

¢(X.y) = arctan ,. -(I (X,YJ-UX.y)] 

~f.(x,yl f,(x,y) 
(2,19) 

The pha"" difference \V(x, y) can th~n he calculated hy "sing the following equation: 

\If(X, y) = .... ;(x, y) - ..... (x. Y) (2,20) 

Th~ inv~r"" tangent in equmion (2,19) r~ng~' b~lween -~,S to}S but docs not provide lhe 

true ph~se ,ince value, aft~r7i tiJl15{ are not within the limiK Taking 11110 consideratic)Il 

Lh;, sign of the ,ioe and cOlin~ wIves thi:; prohkm_ If The cosin~ is n~gative. then if will he in 

the second and third quadrant ~nd n i, ad&d 10 lh~ ~rctang~nt value to g~t the correct ph~I~. 

The ph~5C difkreJlC~ \V(x,y) is then calClllated using equation (2.20) ~nd i, limiled to lhe 

range of -2lt: to 211 ~nd thus comain, 4n di,conlinuilics, Thh ra"g~ is then short~ned so that 

lhe limit i, from 0 to 1Jt since a wa,'e repeat' it",lf after e,'ery 111 Taking the absolme of the 

phase difference is one method of ,hor!Cning the mng~ but this method produce, noi,~. a 

second and beller n",lh<xJ i, 10 add 2n to til<.: negative result of the suhllllction of the two 
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Once the truc phase difference is ~akulatcd. using the image proc""ing s"ftware, a phase 

map will be produced wllsi>ting of fringes ranging from bla~k !O white and then sudd~nly 

~hanging back (0 black. Thi, ",aw tooth pattern" ~!Iltinlle" lhmughollt the image. TIl;S 

dmstic change OCClIT' due [0 the phase difference increa';llg toward, 2Jl and thell jumping 

ba~k to zero when the limit of 27t j, reached. Thi, means thaI ill the final image black 

representl the smalle,[ phase difference and while the largesL The region, where these 

di><:OOlinuili", oc~ur are called 27t dh:onlinuili", and they lITe the main characteristic.' of 

phase stepping in helping to determine the relative ciirenion in whi~h deformation take, place_ 

2.2.4 Filtering of Phase-Difference maps 

Once the phase difference i, calculal~d for th~ individual pix~l' in an image and a phase map 

i, produced, a mmmon way to improve vi,ibility of the fringe, i. to filter it. Speckle noi,,, 

and 211 di>eontinuilie' in phase fringe pattern' "'~ ~haracterized by a high 'palial fr~quency so 

u.,ing a low-pa .. filler will no{ only rcdu~e nobe but abo smear the disconlinuiLies, which ",e 

vital infrnmation" . 

C,) 

f;':ur. 2.5: Compari>oJl or an wtJillcrcd aJld l1Uorcd ph."" rrjn~c p.ttcu 
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The solution to this problem is to revert back to sine and cosine of the wrapped fringe patterns 

in equation (2.19) since these trigonometric functions are continuous unlike the tangent 

function. The sine and cosine are then filtered separately using an average filter, which takes 

the average value of a group of neighboring n x n pixels for each pixel in the image, where n 

is an odd integer number. The filtered sine and cosine are then put back into equation (2.19) 

so that the phase difference can be recalculated. This process of filtering can be repeated up 

to 30 times. Figure 2.5(a) shows an unfiltered Phase-stepped image and figure 2.5(b) shows a 

filtered phase map. It can be seen from figure 2.5, that when a 3 x 3 average filter is applied 

the noise is reduced considerably. 

2.2.5 Summary 

The initial step in Phase-Stepped Shearographic NDE is to extract the phase, I/J (x,y), by 

measuring the intensity of the speckle at known phase steps. The phase difference, ¥'(x, y), 

can then be calculated by subtracting the unstressed image from the stressed image, which 

will produce a phase map or a filtered phase map. The flowchart in figure 2.6 illustrates the 

process. 

Speckle Phase Phase 

Interferogram Stepping Change Phase map 

l(x,y) fjJ (X, y) ¥'(x, y) 

~ 
Sine & Cosine Filtered Phase 
Avg. Filtering map 

Figure 2.6: Sequence of calculations in Pbase-stepping 

30 
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3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT OPTICS 

Designing a compact Shearographic prototype requires an in-depth knowledge of optics. All the 

information concerning optics is contained in appendix A. This section is a summary of where 

the information can be found in appendix A. 

Section 1.1 in appendix A outlines the fundamentals of optics and introduces the reader to the 

planes and points that characterizes a lens. Section 2.2 in appendix A discusses the formation of 

images when using a converging lens. There are two ways of finding the position and 

magnification of an image namely by ray tracing or by applying the thin lens and magnification 

equations. Only the applications of the thin lens and magnification equations are discussed in 

section 2.3 of appendix A. 

Modulation transfer function (MTF) is discussed in section 2.4 which is an extremely important 

parameter influencing the resolving power of an imaging lens. MTF plays a key role in 

providing wen contrasted fringe patterns as it measures the ability of a lens to transfer contrast at 

varying resolution levels. 

Finally in section 2.5, aberrations are discussed as they also play an important role in image 

qUality. Aberrations are intrinsic shortcomings of a lens and cannot be totally eliminated even if 

the lens is made from the best glass and is free from defects. There are several different 

aberrations, each having a different effect on the image qUality. 

31 
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4. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

Three design concepts were considered as an approach to designing a compact Shearographic 

prototype. The subsequent sections discuss these design concepts as well their advantages 

and disadvantages with regard to the design requirements of this thesis (as discussed in 

section 1.2.2). 

The design concepts below vary only by using different configurations of lenses and different 

types of lenses. The type of shearing optics used in interferometry is very specific and 

therefore the type of beam-splitter and mirrors will be the same in all three design concepts. 

The CCD camera and CCTV lenses are also standard in all three design concepts; section 4.1 

gives a brief description of these components. For background information about the 

fundamentals of optics, formation of images when using a converging lens, M1F and 

aberrations, refer to appendix A. 

4.1 Standard Components 

4.1.1 CCTV (Closed Circuit Television) Lens 

Three interchangeable CCTV lenses where used during this thesis. Their use depended on 

object size and position. Also one of the design requirements is that the attachment of 

different power CCTV lenses must be possible. These CCTV lenses were used to check that 

the device could in fact use interchangeable CCTV lenses. 

Figure 4.1 is a picture of the three CCTV lenses used during testing. All three CCTV lenses 

are .%' inch format manual iris lenses. Figure 4.1(a) is a picture of 8.5mm focal length 

Cosimcar CCTV lens with a maximum aperture ratio of 1: 1.5 and minimum object distance of 

O.2m. Figure 4.1(b) is a picture of a 6mm focal length Cosimcar CCTV lens with a maximum 

aperture of 1: 1.2 and a minimum object distance of O.2m. Figure 4.1(c) is a picture of 17.5 to 

105mm focal Fujinon CCTV zoom lens with a maximum aperture ratio 'of 1: 18 and a 

minimum object distance of 1.3m. 
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(, ) 

Jilgur< 4.1: (~) Picturo or On Smm eeT\' len', (b) Picture of. 6nlm CCTV lono aoo (e) Pictu", of a 17.5 -

i05mm CCTY '.(>(1m I~n.' 

In order 10 incorporate the image shearing oplic' 1J<,tw~en the camera', CCO and (he ccrv 
Jen, one necds to uamine how an image IS form~d in a nonnal arrangement (as illmlI"aled in 

figure 4.2), If an obj ~ct is plocell in fwnt of a CCl'V lens it will be imaged a( it, focal plane. 

Th~ di,lance belween (he CCTV lens's mechanical flange and its focal plane is ~xaclly 

17.526mm. All CCTV kn'~s ar~ built to !hi, .'pecification so (hal when any CCTV len' is 

a[(ached directly to a CCD Camera it. focal plane will lie in th ~ same plane~, the detector of 

the ceo Camera. In this way the image is always caplur~d at the right foeu,. AHlen"" have 

lWO principal points namely a primary and a secondary principal point. The distance between 

the s~condar)' principal point and the focal po int detennines the focallcngth of a CCTV lens. 
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17.52&rm 

CCTYL"", 

C.mera 

Hguro 4.2: lmngofon".tio. of. CCTV lon, 

CCTY lenses are usually made up of al least three lenses where the lens closest to the ohj« t i, 

known as the field len, while me lens furthc,t from LI is known as the imaging lem. 

~Iovemcnt of the center len" in the horizonlal direction, allows an object wIthin a certain 

range to be continuou,ly focused at [he focal plane. If Ihe center lens remain' unchanged a< 

the object moves further away or c)Q,er to the CCTY lens lhen ilS image will not lie on the 

focal plane. PUl1hcrmore the image would move in the horizootal direction acrording to the 

jXlSltion of the objec t which is governed by the thin lens equation. 
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11mmdiameter 
Image size ;:<-~ --- __ "\ Image circl e 

( + \, , 
! 

6.6mm 

8.8mm 

Fig","" 4.3; Im.g. drcl. and dot.doc"''' 

I! Can bc ,cen from figure 4.2 that the image produced i, smaller than t~ ohject and that it is 

c..."....,ctly orientatcd. The image of the ohject is ,..,duced (i,e. magnified) in size at th e focal 

plane so Llml it matches the detcctor size and is form ed within an II mm diameter circle known 

as the image drLle (as sh[)wn in fib '\lIe 4.3). Thc uetcctor size in figure 4.3 i, an ~.~lIlm by 

6.6mm rectangle which is kn[)wn as a 2/ in~h detector. CCD camemS and ccrv lenses 

" 
c[)me in many different sizes therefore it is Important Il<lt t[) mismatch them. Table 4.1 i, an 

image site chart showing the correct match up of detector and image circle. 

T.bl< 4.1: Imago " .. <bar! 

If a I inch ecrv lens is matcheu up with a :l;:' inch detector there will be no problem with 

" 
the, final image since the image circle will be llimm in diameter and larger than the de,tector. 
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However if a Yz inch CCTV lens is matched with a X inch detector, then a dark ring will 

form around the edges of the image, known as mechanical vign ~tting. This is because the 

image circle, which i, 8mm in diametcr, will be smaller than the detector sizc. 11m CCO 

eamCIa uwd in this thesis has a 21 inch det~ctor and therdore a, mentiooed earlier olllv 21 
IJ ' /3 

inch eerv len,e, will be used. 

4.1.2 CCD (Charged-Cou ple Device) C"mcra 

The camera i> a Pulnix T.\f_1320_l5CL CCO camera wilh a Yo inch detector, a re,oiution of 

1300 x 1030 and a fmroc mte of 15 frames per second. The camera ha, a height of 44mm, a 

width ()f 44rnm and a length of 63.8mm. Figure 4.4 is a pictur~ of the CCO camera and a 

,ehematic ofthc camera can be found in appendix e. 

Fi~Kr< 4.4: Pioture of a CCD ClIme ... " 

4.1.3 Beam-splitt~r 

The beams-splilter i, a Tech Spc<: non_polarizing 25mm "cube'" beam-splitter .nd is 

manufactured from BK7 glass. 1l has a ]a,er wavelength range of 430-670nm with 45%± 5°,I 

tran<mittance. Ie,s than IO'~_ abwrptioll and kss than 6% polarizati()n. l'igur~ 4.5 i., a piclure 

of a 25mm cube beam-splittcr. 
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Figuro 4.5: A 25mm beam.q>1ittor 

4.1.4 Mirror 

Th~ mirrors are 25rnm by 25mm Tech Spec 1;;' wave fil'st surface mirrol's with an cnhaneed 

aluminum coating and a reflcctanc~ of95% + for lasel' wa,,~ l ength., of 450-fl50nm. 

4.1.5 Miniature Angle Mirror Moull1 

Th~ miniarure angle mirror mount i< designed for a 25mm by 25mm mm-or and has a 

re.,orution of 0.015 inehes per I'evolution. The angle mounl i, piclured in figure 4.6 and i, 

manufacrured [rom aluminlUn-stainless steel. 

figuu 4.6: A miniatUI"< angl~ "",un! 
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4.1.6 Piezo-eledrically Dri~en Mirrur 

T~ Piew-electric transducer Use, AHV 150 piezo-e1ectric cry,tab which ar~ unipolar and 

ha~e an applied ~oItage of 0-150 volt, causing a di'placement of 0-6 micrQmet~rs 

respecti~~ly. n.., Pie1.O-~lecnically dri~~n mi!yOf is pictur~d in figure 4.7 

Fi~u", 4.7: Pich.u of tho pi.ro_.l.dric.oll~· driven mirror 

4.2 Desi!(n Concept A 

Design cQnc~pt Amahs u.,e Q[ a .,ingje double cQnVCX lens which is placed between a CeTV 

lens and crn camera in order to engineer enough ,pac~ to fit tl1~ .,hearing Qptics. Figur~ 4.8 

illustrates how design concept A wQrh. H can be seen that t~ eCTV lens creates all image 

of the object at its focal plane (aJ.'Q callecl image plane A in figure 4.8) as mentioned earli er. 
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WV 
Lens 

17,526 

,mag, 01 CCTV 
Iens lObjoct ol 

- '''''''''' -

Conceptual Design 

• 

"""""" " . .... , I • • " 

.... "mon~oo, ... ~. _Of. 
No»: 0rnwIr.~ I. rd " . ""'" 

Figuro 4.8: IlHigo c<""""pl A ... '<CIuding tho 'bo.t1n~ opt;", 

lbis imagc then hewrne, tm. object of (hc double convex len, which i., p",ilio....,d a di,lance 

of 80mm to thc right of image phme A. This distancc is equivalent to lwice the focal length 

of lhe double convex and ~,erefore an inverted image win he formed al image plane B The 

p",ition of (hc image (i.e. image protlllCed by the doublc convex len.,) can he calcnlated u,ing 

the thin len.' equalion. If the object di,(ancc (d, ) j, equal ~Omm and the effeclive focal length 

(j) is cqual to 40mm for lhe double convex lens then the image di,lance (d,), from 1m. center 

of the double convex kn', can be calculated as follow,· 

, , , 
-+-.-
d. d, f 

111111 
::::>-=---.-- -.-

d, f d. 40 80 80 

,J, =80mm 

'Ilri, meanS that the final image will be real (refcrring to table 1.1 in appendix A) and 

therefore it will he formed 80mm to (hc right of the double conveJt len, at image plane B. 

This lcns contiguralion thereforc leaves cm'ugh space between the lens and image pIa...., B to 

IiI ~,e ,hearing optics as shown in ligure 4.9. It can be ,em lhm thc CCD camera detcctor is 
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placed where image plalle B would have been. Furlhermore lhe distallce lrawkd from !he 

c~nter of tt., len, through the Michelson intcrfer<Il!der and up to lhe detector ,urns up to 

80mm. 

.. --.,. ~~ .. -
NoOt. ~ ~ "".,..,... 

~ 

L 17.526 

CO'" 
LMS 

" 

" Ion" ct;oct 0/ 

- """"'" ~, 

" , , 

--~.-.-. , 

17.' :%" , " " / , 
» .• ~ 

~i ,, ! , 

CCO ""-- "","",,," II~ 
C8 mor8 

_ . 
}'j~",c 4.9, Design <""copt A including til< Miclt"hon iJllorfc,omctcr 

1be magllification (m) of It., image can then be ca1culal~d by n,ing Ihe magniJlcaiion 

equation, sinc~ both the object and image dislanc~s are known 

m=_~",80mm=_1 
d, 80mm 

(~.2) 

Rd~rring to table 1.1 in appendix A, thi, m~an' lhal tire image i. inverled due to th~ .,ign of m 

beillg negative, which implies thai Ihe CCD camera will caplUr~ an imag~ that i, up,ide

down. However thh jJlobkm call ~ ea,ily ,olved by filling the CCD Camera to the device 

up.,ide-down, therefore an upright imag~ wijj be di'played on the monitor. The magnitude of 

the magllification (m) i, 1 which mean, Ihallhe magniiicatioo ratio i, 1:1. Th~r~fore no 

change ill magnification has occurr~d. 
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A magnification ratio of 1:1 il; important in that if the ima~ w~re tu M enlarged it wUtlld M 

biggN than !he detector. 1herefore only a small part of the image win M sun, Maring in 

mind that !be CC1V kns has already reduced the ima~ to the detector siz,e. In contra,!, if !be 

ima~ were to be funher reduced in size, a black ring will fonn around the edges of the imag~ 

~aplured by the CCD camera du~ to the image being slll.tlliN than the detector. Having a 

perfectly symmeuical optical system a1w ha' ano!bu advantage in that aberratiuns .,uch a, 

di.ouurtion, coma and lateral color are minimal. 

llrree different tYP'" uf lenses wN~ tested for this design concept namely; a 25mm diameter 

by 40mm focal length double convex lens, a 25mm by 30mm achromat and a 23mm by 

40.3mm Hastings !riplet. Each of !belle lenses were simulated in a COmputN program known 

a, OLIVE (Oplical Layout fucluding Video Elements) which wa, purchased from Edmund 

Optics. In the simulation (refN to appendix E f(l£ the printUtlt of the .,imulation), ~ach lens 

wllS placed at a distance of twice its focal1ength away from tbe object so that it would have a 

conjugate rnlio (i.e. object distance:image distance) of 1:1. ThNefore the magnification 

wUtlld al"" be 1:1. The program then performs real-time ray tracing to calculate the 

magnitude of .,pherical aberration, coma, astigmalism. field of CUfVarure and distortion of 

each of !he lenses, Table 4.2 shows the results of the three lenses, wher~ the light blue 

indicates the lowest value and the light mange indicates the highest value foc each aberration 

when the three lenses were compared. 

T.blo 4.2: TItree diIf.'reot Imst. ,,·lIh tho obl""l allwl"" Ih~ foool length 

Typlo11ena 
Spherical 

Asttgmpttsm : 
Field 01 

aberratton C~. CUrvature Dlstol1lon 

25mm by40mm 
Double Convex 

""' 0.878 .... 0.055 .... .... 
25mm by30mm 

Achroma! 0,694 0,197 --- • 0.009 _9.!}li9 0.006 
23mm by 
4O.3mm ... .... Hutl~a~' Trl let ·0.039 0.045 -0,011 

It can be """n that the achromat i., the worsllens since it bas the highest magnitude for three 

of !he five aberratiuns. It should be noted that !be ah""lure value uf the aberration Wa.\ tak~n 
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when th~ a~rralions were compared, in that the sign of the aberr~tion :;hows the direclion of 

the abetTation and i:; irrelevant ,Iin,e only the magnitude of tne ~berration is required, The 

double convex len:; wa:; chosen for thi,1 de:;ign ,oncept because it had the lowest value [or 

lhree o[ the aocrralion,; therefore it should project the flnal image with the best image quality, 

4.3 Design Concept B 

Design concept B also u,,"s a d<Jubl~ con\' e.~ J~m, however in thi, caSe th~ lens ha, an 

inflnite/tlnite ,onjugate ratio_ hgur~ 4.10 illustrate-; how this design coocept worh. It can ~ 

'~~n lhat the object is placed ful' away as compared to the focallengtn of th~ doubl~ convex 

len,. In thi, way, the rays from the obje,( "ill be collimat~d when i, rea,hes the lens which 

then proj ~ct' an image o[ the object onto the CeD ,amera detector, positioned at the 

secoodary focal point ofth~ len,_ 

5 

25 

5 

.... dlrn<On""""ro in rrd "",!",. 
Note: ",.,0"9 Is not '0 , cal. 

~1guro .UO: [)c,;ign con«p! B 
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1be advantage of thi, design concept is that it does not require a large diam~ter lens sioce the 

light is col1imatffi and th=.fore lenses between 12-14mm in diameter could be used. Also 

th~ focal length should be as short as poosibJe so tb. .. t when an objoct is v~ry clQS~ to th~ 

beam-spliuer its rays will still be collimatffi. 

Tahlo 4.3: Th...., diffenmllyl"'> ofle"... -..Jill au ln1inltdfini"" ."njuga"" ratio:> 

Spherical l A~tigm~tism Field of , of lens aber .. lion """'. Curvature Distortion 

12mm by 
18mm Double 
Convex Lens 0.&197 OA189 .... 
12.5mm by I 

14mm , 
Achromat O.SS77 2.2303 

, 
8.408 0.8917 38.5116 

12.5mm by 
20mm Hastings ..... 03793 i ----Trl let 0.6489 2.5415 

1be following three lenses best met this criteria: a 12mm by 18mm double convex lens, a 

12.5mm by 14mm achmmat and a 12.5 by 20mm Hastings triplet. The three lenses WCIt' 

,imulated in OUVE using an infinite/linit" conjugllle mtio and the sernp is shown in appendix 

E. Table 4.3 show~ th~ results of the simulation _re it can be ~un th.aJ: the double convlllI 

I~ns perfonns much better than the 12.5mm by 14mm achmmat and the 12.5mm by 20mm 

HasLings triplet and hence was rnOSl'n for the &sign. 

4.4 Design Concept C 

J:)r,sign roocept C IIllIkes use of two Hastings triplets with the first lens working as a lield lens 

and the second as an imaging l~ns. Figure 4.11 illusmue. th" optical setup of th~ srst"m 

whCIt' it can be seen that the CCTV lens pmjoct' an imag.. of th~ objn:t oOlo ils focal plan~. 

Thi, b=.Jmes the object of the field lens which is placed /I distance of 33.9mm to the righl of 

ecrv lens's focal plane from its primary vertex. The objoa: rays then become collimated 

since the object is paiitioned III th~ primary focal point ofth" field l~n~. The collimated light 

then travel, through the Michelson in!erfffilmeter until it reaches the imaging l~ns. The lauer 
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produce, an image On the CCD camera dcwclOr since the det~ctor is positioned at the 

,~condary focal point of the imaging lens. A manual iri' i, placed in front of the f,~ld lens '" 

thatth~ modulation tramfer funclion can be manipulated by changing (he ,ize of the iri,_ 

.... =-noioo .... ~_~ 

_.D-_~ "" "'_ 

CON 
Leos 

17 526 

, _ _ "' GO 

""" .',.-.-,00.'" """ .," 

Fj~ur. ~1I' lkl5ign con~pt C 

CCO 
Ca rne r. 

""'OX< I..."....., 
f=I 00'" "' .. _ ." 

I 

Table 4.4 ,h,w,., the result' of the OLl VE ,imulation for (h~ three different 1),JX'S of knse' SO 

that a len, wilh minimal aberrations can be found_ Appendix E ,oow, the optical setup of the 

,imu!ation. It can be ",en from lhe rc:;ult' that the Hastings Triplet JX'l'formed he.,t f(}r all of 

the aberrations and h~oce wa, coosen for thi' de,ign. 
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Table 4.4: fb"ult, from oimulotioD foc ~ ctlDCtPI C 

, , 

Conceptual Design 

" 

This optical selUp has two advantage,<;, fiffitly the magnification ratio between the two lenseo 

is still 1:1 since two idcnli.:allenses are being used and therefore distortion, coma and lateral 

color am minimal Secondly the light will not diverge or converge a .. il pa .. ses through the 

lflteri'eromd er whicl! could ~ause II loss of light. Furthermore, the de,<;ign concepl allows 

aI1Idunent of various focal length lenses so !hat adjusUn~nt of field of view and zooming is 

possihle, 111>0 CCTV lenses hllve II built·jn manual iris SO the intemily of lase r Iighl can be 

controlled 

The distance betwun the lenses can be varied without affecting the position and focusing of 

the final image, since the rays are collimated. However the minimum distaD"" between the 

lenses has to be 60rnm So as 10 provide eOOllgh space for the Michelson interferometer. Three 

simulations were done, using the Hastings triplets, by varying the distances between them by 

6Omm, 70mm and 80mm sO that the optillUlm distance can be found where the aberrations 

would be minimal (the results are shown in table 4.5). 

T.blo 4.5: Results of>imubr.ti"R "ben !be dlolall ... brtWC<R 1m ... "...., vorled 
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It can be seen from the table that spherical aberration and field of curvature is not affected by 

the separation distance of the lenses. However, coma, astigmatism and distortion increase in 

magnitude as the separation distance increases. Therefore for best image quality the lenses 

should be positioned at 60mm apart. 

4.5 Evaluation of the Design Concepts 

In this section the design concepts are evaluated so that the best design concept can be 

selected. The advantages and disadvantages of each design concept will be discussed and 

finally a checklist will be drawn-up to establish if all the design requirements are met. 

4.5.1 Design Concept A 

The major problem in design concept A is that insufficient light travels into the CCD Camera 

which causes the resulting images to become dark and not well-contrasted. Although the 

minimum diameter of lens required for this design concept is Ilmm (i.e. due to a % inch 

CCTV lens, creating an image circle of that size) it is not adequate as a small lens does not 

transfer enough light. This results in a dark final image, which cannot be easily seen. Even a 

25mm diameter lens is not large enough to collect sufficient light to make the image clearly 

visible. Bringing the lens closer to the image plane A will solve the problem in that the closer 

the lens is to the image plane. the greater the amount of light that is captured. This is due to 

the light converging at the focal point of the CCTV lens. However if the lens were to be 

brought closer to the CCTV lens it would require its focal length to be smaller. Therefore 

there will be a challenge in incorporating the shearing optics on the right of the double convex 

lens. 
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CCTVLens 

All dimensions are in millimeters 

Figure 4.12: Schematic illustrating the cone of light 

This problem is illustrated by figure 4.12 where it can be seen that all the light rays collected 

by a CCTV lens converge and pass through the rear focal point and then diverge as the light 

rays move right. This is known as the cone of light and it can be calculated by knowing the 

angle at which the marginal ray (i.e. the outer most rays) subtends the optical axis. This angle 

is known as the solid angle(e) and bounds the cone of light exiting the imaging lens of the 

CCTV lens. The solid angle (e) can be calculated as follows: 

radius of imaging lens 9mm e == arctan == arctan == 39.5" 
back focal length of imaging lens 1O.9mm 
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The radius of a lens placed 80mm to the right of the focal point can then be calculated such 

that it intercepts the cone of light and hence allows 100% transmission of light to be achieved. 

The radius of a lens required to perform this task is denoted as R in figure 4.12. The radius 

(R) can be calculated as follows: 

(R): (Distance of lens from focal point)(tan 8): (80mm X tan 39.5) : 66mm 

Therefore it can be seen that for 100% transmission of light to take place, a lens diameter of 

132mm is required which results in a 25mm diameter lens transmitting only 19% of the light. 

It should be noted that an 8.5mm focal length CCTV lens was used in this example and that 

the cone of light will vary slightly with varying focal length. Using a larger diameter lens 

would increase the percentage of light transmitted but would require the shearing optics to be 

made larger so that light captured by the double convex lens will not be cut out by the mirrors 

and beam-splitter due to them being smaller than the lens. This would make the prototype 

larger and therefore it is disadvantageous. The only viable option is to use a higher power 

laser so that object illumination can be increased. However a higher power laser requires a 

larger power supply. This makes the prototype heavy and bulky which is a disadvantage in 

terms of portability. Table 4.6 lists the design requirements versus the performance of 

concept design A. 
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Table 4.6: Check list of the design requirements for design concept A 

Design ReQuirement Check list 
Design a compact Michelson type shearing ~ interferometer 
Place the shearing optics between the CCD 
camera and zoom lens so that the field of view ~ can be increased 
The overall dimensions of the interferometer 
and the CCD camera should be approximately ~ the size of an AS page. 
Attachment of various focal length c-mount ~ CCTV zoom lenses must be possible 
An iris should be incorporated into the device 
so that the laser light intensity can be ~ controlled 
One of the mirrors within the Michelson 
interferometer must be capable of small angle 
rotations in at least two axes to introduce ~ lateral and longitudinal shear 
Phase-stepping must be incorporated into the 
design of the compact Shearographic ~ interferometer 
The prototype must at least be able to inspect 
an area of 300mm by 200mm so that large 
objects can be inspected in sections over a ~ short period of time 
The formation of fringe patterns must be clearly )( 
visible 

It can be seen that design concept A fulfills all the design requirements except for the last one 

which is that the fringes will not be clearly visible since not enough light is transmitted within 

the optical system. Design concept A was therefore not selected due to this reason as fringe 

visibility and contrast is very important in Shearography. 
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4.5.2 Design Concept B 

Design concept B worked very well producing fringes that are clearly visible and contrasted. 

However it does not satisfy all the design requirements. Table 4.7 shows a checklist of the 

design requirements that were fulfilled by design concept B. 

Table 4.7: Cbecklist of the design requirements for design concept B 

Design Requirement Check List 
Design a compact Michelson type shearing 

'" interferometer 
Place the shearing optics between the CCD 
camera and zoom lens so that the field of view )( 
can be increased 
The overall dimensions of the interferometer 
and the CCD camera should be approximately 

'" the size of an A5 page. 
Attachment of various focal length c-mount )( 
CCTV zoom lenses must be possible 
An iris should be incorporated into the device 
so that the laser light intensity can be )( 
controlled 
One of the mirrors within the Michelson 
interferometer must be capable of small angle 
rotations in at least two axes to introduce 

'" lateral and 10l]litudinal shear 
Phase-stepping must be incorporated into the 
design of the compact Shearographic 

'" interferometer 
The prototype must at least be able to inspect 
an area of 300mm by 200mm so that large 
objects can be inspected in sections over a 

'" short period of time 
The formation of fringe patterns must be clearly 

'" visible 

The major disadvantage of this design is that a CCTV lens cannot be attached to the device 

making it impractical in that zooming on an object as wen as the adjustment of the field of 

view is not possible. Furthermore, the device is unable to control the intensity of light 

entering the detector due to the fact that an iris cannot be incorporated easily into the design. 
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4.5.3 Design Concept C 

Design Concept C produces images that are of the same quality as design concept B. 

However this design concept, unlike design concept B, meets all the design requirements as 

shown in table 4.8 and was therefore chosen as the design concept used to build the 

Shearographic prototype. Figure 4.13 is a picture of the Shearographic prototype, destined for 

portability. A schematic of the compact Shearographic prototype is shown in appendix C. 

Table 4.8: Check list of the design requirements for design concept C 

Design Requirement Check List 
Design a compact Michelson type shearing ..( 
interferometer 
Place the shearing optics between the CCD 
camera and zoom lens so that the field of view ..( 
can be increased 
The overall dimensions of the interferometer 
and the CCD camera should be approximately ..( 
the size of an AS page. 
Attachment of various focal length c-mount ..( 
CCTV zoom lenses must be possible 
An iris should be incorporated into the device 
so that the laser light intensity can be ..( 
controlled 
One of the mirrors within the Michelson 
interferometer must be capable of small angle 
rotations in at least two axes to introduce ..( 
lateral and longitudinal shear 
Phase-stepping must be incorporated into the 
design of the compact Shearographic ..( 
interferometer 
The prototype must at least be able to inspect 
an area of 300mm by 200mm so that large 
objects can be inspected in sections over a ..( 
short period of time 
The formation of fringe patterns must be clearly ..( 
visible 
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4.6 Specifications of the Hastings Triplet used in Design Cuncept C 

Th~ Hastings triplel has a 23mm diameter and a focal l~ngth of 40.3mm. The lripk len, 

syslem is mad~ up of two COncav~ meni...:us len'~. cem~nted to a dooble convex lens. II is 

mad~ from BK7 gl"" and is MgF, coaled. Figure 4.14 i, a picture of Ihe lriple!. TIle lens is 

held in place by a lells moun!. For the ,ehematie of too len. and len. mount refer to apfl'.-'!ldi;,. 

c. 

~lg\l" 4.14: I'!ct~ ... or tho lIor.tln&S trlpkl 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The investigation sets out to detennine the effectiveness of the Shearographic prototype in 

detecting the presence and location of defects in a test specimen. This is accomplished by 

calibrating the device using a calibration test specimen with manufactured defects so that 

defect size, depth and location are known before testing can commence. Calibration of the 

device is beneficial in that when tests are done on other specimens with suspected defects. 

interpretation of the fringe patterns will be made easier since the user will know which 

anomalies in the fringe pattern would show the presence of a defect. 

Subsequent to calibrating the device, tests are carried out by varying the design parameters of 

the prototype to detennine the effect it would have on the resulting fringe patterns. The design 

parameters that are varied are namely; the distance of the light source and aperture size of the 

field lens. This is done to find the optimum settings of the device so that clear and prominent 

fringes can be produced when the object distance ranges from O.2m to 1.5m. 

The final stage of testing is the implementation stage where an engineering component namely 

an Oryx main rotor helicopter blade is inspected. The blade was rejected by the South African 

Air Force after it had incurred damage during operation and deemed unsafe by their NDT 

personnel. Although the Air Force inspected the blade, position and number of defects were 

unknown when it arrived at the NDT laboratory at the University of Cape Town. The 

helicopter main rotor blade is first inspected using the compact Shearographic prototype and 

then the results are verified by cutting the blade at the indicated areas. This helped to 

determine how effective the prototype is at detecting flaws. 
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5.1 Experimental Procedure 

This section describes the setup and procedure used to obtain results during testing. The setup 

of the Shearographic equipment is pictured in figure 5.1 and comprises of the following items: 

1) A continuous wave 30mW Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser with a wavelength of 

632.8nm and coherence length of l00mm. A continuous wave laser is used as it is 

characterized by the continuous (steady-state) emission of coherent light at 

relatively low power. 

2) A Microsoft XP personal computer with an Intel Pentium 4 processor. Custom 

written software is installed on the computer. The PC is also fitted with a digitizer 

card and an expansion card. 

3) A SVGA monitor to view fringe patterns. 

4) The Shearographic prototype. 

5) Test specimen with magnets to fix it in place. 

6) Domestic hairdryer to perturb the specimen. 

7) Beam expander to disperse the laser light so that the entire inspection area is 

illuminated. 

8) Adjustable mirror to guide the laser through the beam expander. 
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Pi~"r~ 5_1, Sotu» of tho oquipmont 

5.1.1 T~~ting ~:nvironrncllt 

The inspections look place at tlw University of Cape Town's optical laboratory on a vibration 

free optical table. altnough vibration isoiation is nol a requiremelll lor Shearogrilphy. The 

table's surface i, a 25mm sled plak which lies on inllated lubbcr tubes tnat rests on a solid 

rubber base. The te8t specimens werc fLxed in pla~ e with magnet, ilnd illl tne oplical 

equipment also had milgnclic bilSC~. 

5.1.2 COlln~ctlllg thc CCl} ClIlIlcrll 

The CCD c~mer~ has two cables whien arc botil wnro;t~d to lh ~ Pc. 0"" cable supplies 

power to tile CO) camera from lil~ compuler. The ollwT c~bk, known as a Camera Link 

Cable conneds 10 the 1'rame grabocr 01' digitizCT card on the comput~r and transmil8 up to 1.2 

GB orJat~ per sccond from the CCi) eam~ra to tn ~ wmput~r. FuriliemlOre, lh~ Cam~Ta Link 
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Cable also transmits data from the computer to the CCO camera so that the gain of the camera 

can be controlled using GUI software since the camera has a built-in LUT (look-up table) for 

dynamic range control. This allows the user to manipulate the contrast and brightness of the 

CCO camera detector directly. 

5.1.3 Starting up the PC and Focusing of the CCD Camera 

As mentioned above the CCO camera is powered by the computer and therefore when the 

computer is started up the camera will simultaneously be switched on. Once the custom 

software is opened and loaded a Windows style interface allows the user to view the live 

video of the specimen under inspection. This allows the user to focus the CCO camera by 

adjusting the focusing controls and zoom on the CCTV lens. The quintessential features of 

the software are that it controls the digitizer card, the expansion card, real-time image 

acquisition and subtraction processes for fringe generation. 

5.1.4 Applying Shear 

Once the camera is focused, shear is introduced by adjusting the two screws on the miniature 

angle mount. As discussed in chapter 2, the greater the amount of shear, the greater the 

sensitivity of the interferometer. However this reduces maximum area that can be inspected. 

Focusing of the camera should always be done first as it is difficult to discern whether the 

CCO camera is focused or not when the image on screen is sheared. 

5.1.5 Adjusting the Aperture of the CCTV lens 

The Helium Neon laser is powered and the beam expander is adjusted so that the dispersed 

laser light illuminates the desired area of the specimen under inspection. Subsequent viewing 

of the specimen's surface at this point will appear "grainy" due to speckle. The speckle can 

be manipulated (i.e. made bigger or smaller) by adjusting the aperture of the CCTV lens. As 

discussed in chapter two, reducing the speckle size allows the device to detect smaller 

displacements. However speckle size is limited by the resolution of the CCO camera and 

therefore when the speckle reaches a certain size it can no longer be resolved. The resolution 
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of the Pulnix CCD camera is 1300 x 1030. A small test can be done by lightly pushing down 

on the vibration isolation table to determine whether the speckle will "twinkle". If the black 

and white spots (i.e. speckle) on the specimen look like they are moving around when the 

table is depressed, then the speckle should be able to detect minimal displacements. The 

aperture does not only affect speckle size but it is also adjusted so that the right amount of 

light will enter the detector of the CCD camera. However the amount of light and speckle 

work together so if the speckle can be clearly seen then that is the correct amount of light. 

5.1.6 Switching the Custom Software to Shearography Mode 

Viewing of the interferogram can be done by pressing the Shearography button on the right of 

the viewing screen on the user interface. Subsequent to pressing the button the software will 

capture or grab an image of the live video so that an unstressed image of the object can be 

stored in the computer. This will be used in the subtraction process to generate fringe 

patterns. 

5.1.7 Switching the Custom Software to Phase-stepped Shearography Mode 

The user has the choice of going either into Shearography mode or Phase-stepped 

Shearography mode depending on which mode the user would like to perform the inspection 

in. If the user wants to stay in Shearography mode this step should be skipped, but if the user 

wants to go into Phase-stepped Shearography mode step 5.1.6 should be skipped. 

To get into Phase-stepped Shearography mode, the user has to press the Phase-stepped 

Shearography button on the right side of the viewing screen on the user interface. Phase

stepped Shearography will only work if the piezo-electric transducer is connected to the 

expansion card on the computer. The software controls the piezo-electric transducer by 

sending a binary number to the expansion card. The binary number is converted into a 

voltage by a digital to analogue converter and sent to the piezo-electric transducer via the 

cable that connects it to the computer so that a calibrated micro-displacement can occur. 

When the button is pressed, an image of the unStressed object is stored in the computer for use 
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in the fringe generation routines. A clicking sound will then be heard as the piezo-electric 

transducer goes through its micro-displacements. 

5.1.8 Stressing of the Object 

The object can be stressed by using one of the following forms of object stressing: (1) thermal 

stressing (2) mechanical stressing (3) vacuum or pressure stressing and (4) vibration stressing. 

The manner of stressing is dependant on operator's choice. All inspection procedures during 

this investigation were carried out by thermally stressing the object as this method works 

particularly wen with composite structures. Heat is provided and applied by a conventional 

hairdryer for approximately five seconds. Heating the surface of the object generates a 

thermal wave that propagates through the material. Defects within the material will disturb the 

generated temperature gradient and lead to localized strains and therefore the presence of a 

flaw can be identified. In general, thermal stressing causes time-varying changes in surface 

displacement and it is therefore best used with a CW (continuous wave) laser. 

As soon as the object is stressed, fringe patterns will appear on the viewing screen. The 

computer performs the subtraction process near real-time and constantly updates the viewed 

video feed. This is due to the fact that the frame grabber is set on continuous grab and 

therefore the entire process of formation and later the degradation of the fringe patterns can be 

observed. The degradation of the fringe patterns can occur due to two reasons; (1) the heat 

supplied to the object has dissipated or (2) too much heat has been provided which will cause 

the fringes to run over one another hence canceling the fringes. 

5.1.9 Adjusting the Brightness and Contrast 

Whilst the user stresses the object under inspection and views the resulting fringe patterns, 

he/she has the option of adjusting the brightness and contrast. This is done by moving the 

respective sliders on the user interface so that clear and prominent fringe patterns can be 

observed. The brightness and contrast slider on the user interface act independently of the 

GUI software controlling the CCD camera and changes the brightness and contrast of the 

video feed after being retrieved from the CCD camera. 
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5.1.10 Storing of tbe Fringe Patterns 

Once the user is satisfied with the brightness and contrast of the fringe patterns, the option 

exists to pause the live viewing of the fringe patterns by pressing the pause button on the user 

interface. Then the live video which is now a frozen image can be carefully scrutinized or 

stored for later use. 

5.1.11 Filtering of the Fringe Pattern 

In Phase-stepped Shearography, once the fringe pattern is paused the user has the option of 

filtering the image by pressing the filter button on the right hand side of the interface. Before 

doing this, the user can adjust the number of loops of the filter by moving the number of loops 

slider left or right. This prevents the image from becoming over filtered causing vital 

information to be lost. Once the image is filtered it can also be stored for later use. 

5.2 Calibration of the Compact Shearographic Prototype 

Results obtained for this section of the investigation follow the general experimental 

procedure documented above. 

5.2.1 Calibration of the Device by varying the Defect Depth 

The purpose of this test is to firstly determine whether the compact Shearographic prototype 

can point out the presence and location of a defect. The second reason for performing this test 

is to establish how varying the depth of a defect affects the resulting fringe patterns. This test 

is accomplished by inspecting a calibration specimen with three manufactured defects with 

known position and varying depth. The calibration specimen and manufacturing of the defects 

are discussed in greater detail in the next section. 
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5.2.1.1 The Ikpth varying Calibration Spcdmcn 

The test specimen used to calibraJe the compact Shearographic prototype is illl Oryx main 

rotor helicopter hlade. A ""ction of the bla& i, US<'d as the calibration .'pecimen with hole, 

cut into it to manufacture defocts. Another """tion of the blade will he inspected during the 

fInal stage of testing to determill<' if the Shearographic prototype is an effective device in 

detocting flaws within strucrures and materials. 

~lgur. 5.2: OrYl' main rot". h.licnpt ... hl~de 

A piclure of the Oryx helicopter main rotor blade is shown in fIgure 5.2. The helicopter hlade 

is made from a composite hDll"ycomb core or matrix with a carbon fIber skin consLruction. 

The blade i, manufactured by fiTht shaping the honeycomb according to the blade protile and 

then the multipk layers of carbon fiber skin is glued onto the structure. At the trailing edge 

the upper and lower Skins lire glued together and riveted Aircraft grade aluminium skin is 

then wrapped and bonded around the leading eIi!,'C (0 prevent wear. The helicopter blade is 

then halanced by adding aluminium strips to the trailing edge. 
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A 140mm length of helicopter blade was cUI "If Imm the main s""tion of the blade to 

manufacture the test spt'cimen. Three equi-distmtt 52mm diameter hole, were cut OUI on the 

bottom ,urface of the blade using a 521lun circular hole-,aw, to c,-.,ale the defecl,. Th~ hol~ 

closest to the leading edge wa, cui to a depth of 22mm; the middle and trailing edge hoks 

were cut lO a depth of 2llmm and 17mm re;<;peclively. 1be honeycomb was cxlIacted ",ing 

,and paper. 1lJe thicme" oflhe blade at those 3 points starting at the leading edge is 54mm, 

49mm and 30rm1L Therefore the bole closest I" the leading edge is the furlh",1 away from the 

inspe<.ied surface (i.e. the lOp surface of the blade) at a depth of 31mm. 

Tabl.5.1: C ...... · .. ctioruolthickoo:s> aDd 1Ml'Oeil .. " dcpl~ "'th. manufac~ drf«t, 

Pos~ion of Cross-sectional Depth of Cut Distance from inspected 

Manlllactured Deleet Thickness Imm) Imm) Surface Imm) 

Leading Edge Hole " ~ " ~. 
~ 

Middle Hole " '" " 
Trailing Edge Hole " " " 

The middle and trailing edge holes are 21null and l3llun in depth from the inspected surface, 

maktng the t,ailing edge defect ea,ieslto detect The cro,,,-,,,,,tionalthickne,,e., of the blade 

and inspoclion depth of the lhrcc manufa~"lIred defects are tabulated in table 5.1. 1be blade 

wa, then spray painted white to increase the retlectivity or Ihe laser light so as to improve 

lighl efftcieney_ Figure 5.3 is a picture of the depth varying calihrali"n 'pecimen with the 

three manufactured detect'_ 
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5.2.2 Calibration of the Device by inspecting a Manufactured Delaminatiun 

The pm1"'se of thi, test i, to determine the charncteristks of a fringe pattern produced when a 

delaminated area of a composite structure is inspected. This information will also be ulcful 

when the damaged main rotor blade is inspected in the final stage of testing al the relearcher 

will Imow what eharacteriltics in the fringe pallern point to a delamination. The 

manufacturing of the delamination calibration 'p"eimen is di,cussed in the next section. 

5.2.2.1 The Delaminated Calibration Specimen 

Another 420mm length of the Oryx main helicopter blade wa, cut off to manufact.ure the 

delaminated calibration specimen. The delamination was created by pushing a steel ruler 

between the hone), comb struclure and the carbon fiber .kin and thereby breaking the hond 

between. The delaminated calibration specimen is pictured in figure 5.4. 

Manufactured 
dela .... nalion 

Figur< 5.4, Detaminat«i calibration <l"'cim<R 
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5.4 Inspection of a section of the Main Rotor Helicopter Blade 

DlICe the compact Shearographic prototype was calibrated arK! configured to work at optimum 

performan~ the final stage of testing waS rea<ly to commence. The Same experimental 

proc~dure wa., once again follow~d to obtain ~ remit,. 
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6, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Thi. chap!.<:f r_"'Sems tring~ p~m., (hat " ere produced during (he valio .. , e~ peliment.< 

pelfomm T ypical Con ... o:ntiona l s ttearogr.tphk, Phase-" c'PP .... d Shcarogrophic and Phase 

li llo-ell fri nge P.1UCTTI$ arc ~hoWD. 

6,1 Varying Depth Defect 

The calibratio n "pet:imo:n, "ilh ddccts at various d C'fllhs from tOe i',"peeling .uria"", wa, IiTht 

lCStell lL<ing con~enliuMI Shcarograpbl'. TIl(" CUSIOffi som.'31\: "~..l' .o;el w re;al-time moo:k ' 0 

tl~1t tbc: response: u f 1110: ca libration sPI-'(:imcn to <.tressing cOI. ld b( Q~n'ed allflO',l 

in' LllnLllllcOI.&Iy. The le'l~ in Ibis ,ecLion wetc per rorml'll using Iaterol 'he~' (i.e .• hear along 

the x-axis). 

Figure 6 I d .... ~ts I.hc Shcarogr.Lphic h Inge panem thai ,,'a, prodoc...'lI ",hi lst inspecting tOe 

def« 1S ailOC k3dlng edge and appmllim.1lely al1 ho; midd le uft be aerQil li l ~1jon. The upper 

~urface of Ihe helicQJMer bbde ",a. in5P1-'CIOO. wbCfe lbe defens ob~"iou~y l11Uld 1\01 be seen. 
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TIle pre,ence and locatiO<! of the manufactured defects are dearly identified by the two 

"double buWs ey<,," The double bull', eye on the left of figure 6.1 locates the leading edge 

ddc<:t whereas the double buWs eye to the right locates the middle defect. It can be seen that 

the middle defect has produced four fringes whereas the leading edge defect has produced twu 

fringes, due to the middle defect being llmm duser (0 the inspa;tion surface. The number of 

fringes in an area where a defect is located does usually indicate the amplitude of the 

localil.ed displacement induced, which is influenced by the Sil.e of defect and its depth. The 

comparison of depth or size of defect~ can only be made if the two defects are perturbed 

uniformly for the ",me period of time and if the fringe panerns arc captured at exactly the 

same time as wa~ ~TIe mpted in this tes!. Analysis of the results will be incorrect if the two 

rules are nut followed since tbe leading edge defect can pmduce the same amount of fringes 

as the middle defect if it is captured a few seconds later. In thi, section of t<'sting the 

calibration specimen was perturbed for 2 ,econds with a dome,tic hairdryer. TIle fringe 

patt<' rtls were then captured 10 second, later. 

~'(~ur< 6.2: Image of (oodin~ odgo .nd middto of tho bt.M (oeatod dofocts, unfitter<d, obtai".;d by Ph • ..,.. 

,lepped Sllear~r.pb1 

Figure 6,2 shows [he unflllered Phasc-slepped Shearographic fringe patlem of the leading 

edge and middle of the aerofoil defects, The two "double bull's eye" Call be seen unce again 

revealing the pre,ence and location ofthe manufactured defects. furthermore, even in Phase-
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stepped Sheamgraph)' the number of fringe' pnxluced by the middle defect is more than tht. 

lcading edge J"fect confirming that th e amp!imJ" of di'placement is infl'-"'nced b)' lkpth. 

11Jc Phase-stepped Shcamgraphic fringe pattcrns appear much more clear and prominent dlOO 

to thc reduction in noise accomplished by capturing and comparing four speckle iill:lges at 

km)wn phasc steps, instead of one, as in Conventional Shcarography. The h dh,cominuities 

can also be scen in figure 6,2 where there i, an abrupl change fmm black to white and vicc 

versa 

Figure 6.3: Fill. rod image or tho leading odl« ond middl. dor""l ""loinod b~ Ph.,.,.,1-<pp •• Shoorograph) 

FigUfe 6.3 depicts the Phasc·stepped Shcarography re,ult, obtained after the image had been 

filtered u,ing a 3x3 sine and cosine avcrage filler, It can be ,cen thai the fringe paltern, are 

even more pmminent and the gray""a!e is much smoother clue to th e filter averaging pixels in 

a 3x3 neighborhood, Moreover, tillcring the image makes lhe 211 discontinuilies more visible. 
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Figur. 6.~: Ovrr filtrro:llm.~. o>f tho middl. defect 

Figure 6.4 show, the fringe pallern of the middl~ ddect which has becn over filtered and 

therefore smearing of the dcns.c splKed fringes ha, occurred. Over filtering can be prevented 

by reducing the number of repetition> of the filter or by applying other filtering methods. 

FiJ;Uf' 6.5: Frin~. pallrrn ortb. middl. and .raililll: edge dof.cl "bl~inrd by Com'rntiOllal Sh" ... og .... phy 

Fil?Ur~ 6.5 depicts the Conventional Shearugraphy fringe p~ttem that w,,, produced wh~n 

inspecting the defects at th~ middle and [railing edge of the a~rufoil. The "double bull·, eyc·· 

on the left in fIgure 6, 5 is thc midrlle defect wher~ as the "dO<Lble bull' s eye'· 10 the right i> the 
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lrailing eelge elefllel. IL can be seen that tfle middle defect ha., pre>duced two and a half fringcs, 

while lhe twiling edge defllel has pre>duced thrw fringe,. Thi, i, due to the trailing edge 

defect being 8mm clos.er to the in>peCtion 'Uliace than the middle defect. Howevcr, the 

difference in the number offringe' between the two defects in figure 6.5 is IlOl as ~anspicuous 

a, in fig:ure 6. 1. There can be I wa e"planalion, for lhese result,. Tfle first explanation. which 

i, lhe more likely one, i, lhal depth difference bel ween lfle defllet, in figure 6. 1 i, greater than 

the <kpth difference belween [he lwo <kfeLts in figure 6.5. In other word" the depth 

difference between the leading edge and middle defecl is llmm, wherea, tfle <kpth difference 

between the middle and trailing edge i, 8mm. Thi' ,mal"" depth difference remits in the 

difference in the number of tringes of the !We> defects being smaller, which is expected. The 

'econd explanation for , uch a small difference in lhe number e>f fring:es oc~urring: i, due 10 

subjective heating. Subjective fleating come, aboul el"" lo the 'Jl"Cimen not being uniformly 

'tressed which is pos,ible when using the dome'tic hairdryer. Therefore the middle defect 

could have been perturbed for a ,lightly le>nger period than tfle trailing edge defect caming it 

to producc more fringes. Th' would reduce the magnitude of the fringe number difference. 

Fi~or" 6.6: ~'Tln£. ll"ll<n of lb . middlo and trailing «Igo defoct oht:tin<d by Pba,o •• topp«i Sh<aTogrnpbJ 

Figure 6.6 is a fring:e pattern of the <kfllets al tfle trailing edge and the middle of the aerofoil 

obtained by using Pllase-stepped Shearography. It can be seen from lhe tJgure lhal while 

using Phase-stepped Shcaragraphy. the trailing edge defect ance again produces more fringes 

than the middle defect . 
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Fi~u .... ' 6.7: }11k"crl friwyo pattorw of tho n,iddl. and ll·.ilin~ .d~", d.r.ct 

Figurc 6,7 )5 a iilterM image ol th~ I'I)a'~-_'t~ppul SheaIographic ).IDr. fringc pattcrn Oflhc 

middle and tr"iling cdge delect" It can oc ,em lhallhc middle dcfect h~1 tnanifc,\tcd two 

fringe, while the trialing cdg~ derect has manife'ted \hn;~ [ring~s, 
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,~, 

,,,' 

Flguro 6,8: R .. ull> nbtainod ducin~ dilr ... enl 'la~" "t cooUng using Convontiono! Sll<amge"pb~' nn tho 

",rno dorocl. lma~" 8(~) ,,-a, <.plurcd after 15 .. «.,<is nf roo~ng, witb a .in!:1" fdng" manlfesllJ'¥. lJo,,¥" 

8(b) "' • • copiu.od "ft •• 22 """,><I • ." cooling. wltII tw. frin~ .. rnmif"'tin~. irn.~' 8(<) "',", co.ptu.-od ofI« :III """',,[, 

<Jl coolin!, "'Ith til"", frin~ .. "",nif,,'inl: "",ll.,ogo ~(d),.~ cap/ur<d on ... ~borond.1 of roolin" with loue rrinK'" 

.,.";f""';n~. 

During testing it was realized that the best results e~n be obtained during the cooling down 

pmce", Figurc 6.8 depicts the Conventional St><amgraphy fringe pa((CIn' obtained during 

til< different stages of cooling. It can be ob,erved that if the specimen is perturbed for 

appro"imately five seconds and left to cool, it will manifest more and more fringes a, time 

goes by and provides more information about the defect. However if too many fringes are 

fOmled, decorrelation will oc<:ur causing the outer fringes to break down and ,mear the fringe 

pattern. Therefore the co • ...,ct moment to capture the fringe patterns appears to be ~ function 

of the user', experience, 
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fib"'''' 6.9, lIMa:", of U .. """lin~ proe= ,,,iog Pha"".,topp<d Sbe.rograpb) on tbo ,arne defect. ta) On. 

!"ring. af"'r 15 ,.c.,nds of cOIlkng. (b) h,-., rrin~cs aft., 22 .. ",nds of c.,oI.in~ (e) th .... fring'" ~n", 30 

,"".,nd, of cOllliw~, (d) four Iring"" .ncr 42 ,.roods <>f <o.,lin~. 

Figure 6') depicts the results o/>tained by Phase·stepped Sh~amgmphy during the cooling 

proccss foll[)wing a silnilar tirn ~ period as the ilnage' in figure 6.8. Onee again it can be seen 

(hat if the specimen is left to cool for a longer period of time mo"! fringes will be formed. 

For completeness, figur~ 6_10 depicls th" four ilnage, in figure 6.9 after being tllter~d_ 
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(a ) ( b ) 

Ie ) 

firu'" '.10: .·j]l~",d iI ... ~ .. of II>< «>OIi "l: P""" " ,,01" 11 PbD .... ~ Sh. arngc.phr. (0) 0"* frl"~* . f, ... 

15 ..... rut.. of cooling. (b) two frin~ .. . fWt 2~ .... ""<1$ of cooling (0) IhITC trin~ ... n rr ~ iccondi or 

CQOII "~, (d) four frin~ .. Dfiec 42 • ..,ond. of """IIUIl 

" 
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6.2 Delamination Defect 

The She~rugraphie fring~ patt~1l1 of lh~ dd.Cl hlown to be a delamination i, depicted in 

figure 6.11(a), It can be seen (hat (he fring"'> at th~ 101' of th ~ piClu,," ar~ d~n,e with the 

~longation, pointing tow~rds the bottom of th~ imag~_ Th~ d~lamination defect was produced 

by a 't~el ruler being inserted between the carbon-tiber aod hon~ycomb 'trllCtur~ from the 

bottom end of the helicopter bl~de as illuwat~d by th ~ white dasbed line in figure 6.1l(b). 

The width of th ~ 'te~l ruler i, 25mm ~nd W~I imerted to a depth of (/hnm. 

(a ) (b) 

Fi~U1'" 6.11: Sh""rugr.pWo frin~c p.U.rn of: (a) a delamin.tton: .nd (bl a d.lmninotion "'ith an indicalion 

wh.", lbe def'ct ",as cr""ted. 

The loc~liled di'placement gradient occurs only at the top of the picture since th ~re is a 

temperature gradient Pft'duci ng a :;train between the edge of the cklaminated piece of carbon

fIber and the re:;t of the carbon fiber that is Itill glll"d to tbe honeycomb structure, Fringe:; do 

not occur in qu~ntity within the white roctangk in tigure 6.11(b) since this section is totally 

delaminated resulting in the delaminated :;ection absorbing aU the he~l. This is becau:;e th ~r~ 

is ~ discontinuily in the heat conduction a:; a result of the separation between the honeycomb 

aod carbon fiber. 11 can ~Iso b~ seen from figure 6.11(b) that a vertical fring~ ha, formed on 
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dlC lcft hand side of the rcctangle as wcll a, \() the riJ::hl of ~ rectangle; th",e fringe' 'how the 

width of the delamination. 

Once again it can ~ ,een in the Pha,e-,tepped Shearogmphic frinJ::e panem (as shown in 

tigurc 6,12) that the den'est fring", occur at the top of the delamination. The vertical fringes 

showing thc ""idth of the deiamiMtion are aI,,, clearly visible. The filtercd Phasc-stepped 

Shcarographic fringe pattern is shown in figure 6.13. 

)'iI\ur. 6.13; Pho""liJtcrcd ima~. of Ill. ""Iamlnolio. 
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6.3 Varying the lllt\!n.si Iy uf I h\! 1,IIStlr I,ighl 

The lV1'n:'L1 intensity of lascr ligbt wilen in<pecting an objed is "ital ,;0 that lhe di<plocemcnl 

gradj~nt rnca<;ur~mmt "m be OblaiMd, This tno:ans lbal jf the intensity of tile I~<er liSht i~ \00 

high it will s ~tur~t~ ""Tnt or all 1M pixd , of tlw ceo camera which means that tho le 

sltlUrnl ~d pixds will not c()ntrihute to the me,,,,,rement LJ[ the displacement gradi~nl. In 

l'()ntl'llSI. jf the la'er bright""" i, tnQ I()w il will boo impos.sible to extract the pho<e from the 

int cn!l1)' ,n:a,urement. Th" int~n iity of ill umi nation of ~ came'"'! pi1c1 can be ~f\ned hy lhe 

eqU:Ol i<lf'l below, ;t.!i st<il<'d in "",-,ion 2.1.3.2 of eh.pter 1 .... '0. 

An ;x:c~ptabl~ displacement gradient tl\( ltluretTll: nt wilh !be appropri~t~ inte».ily of ubj~ct 

ilIuminalion WLJuid ha,e a high mndul:llioo intenSily ,,, and a tolal inl"n.<ily I Ih!\! b belo w 

saturnlLOn so that the phase can be e "t] ·3CI~ d . 

t-1gul~ 6 .14 is a frin~ pau~m of t il<; 'niddl" "'f.,.;1 when IIll- object \\';15 p!)'JtlOnW l .5m fmm 

the C'OInp.1(.'1 Sl\ralOgraphic prOlOl )lJle wid'! tile: cerv room Ie", zooming inlo ~n "n;~ of 
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I OOmm by 9Omm. H ie beam expander i. 300mm away from t tle in,pection sUlface and the 

CCTY loom let)S', manual iri. i, fully open allowing all ttle light to enter the detector of 

CeD camera, It Can be ,een from figure 6,14 lhat saturation of lhe camcra pixel , has 

occurred in the area circled by lhe while dasm,d line. It can also m, S""n thaI pixel , out,ide 

the circle arc not ,aturated in ttlat fringes are ,till visible here. This ,how, that when the 

objccl illuntination is too high, 'aturation of the pixel' will occur, re.ulting in black pixels 

bcing formcd instead of a good displacement gradient mea'urement. Black pixels are 

produced ,ioce both the refercnce image and the stre"ed object image in tensity are at 

salUration, Therefore when Ihey are ,uhtnlctcd a black pixel will be lhe resull. 

Fil[llc, ' .15, hlng. ponen, of dlC middl. defoct with in.uffid.nllighl 

Figure 6.15 is a fringe pallern of the ,arne defecl bUI this lime the manual iris of thc zoom len' 

is almost closed. It can be seen from figurc 6.15 thaI the fring e patte rn doe, ,how , ign, of a 

displacement gradient (i,e, fringcs arc prc,cnt) however due to the laci. of light the fringe, are 

not well contrasted and defined 

Figure 6.16 is a fring~ patt~rn of the middle dcfw but this time the manual iris i, ,lightly 

closed .0 that tm, moouiation intensity is high but not 100 high a, to "lIurate tm, pi~els or too 

Iowa, to cau,~ 10 .. of fringe defini tion, which re sults in well contrasted fringe part~rn. 
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I'igun: 6.1 7 (a)-(t) depicts Conventiunal Sheatograpllic NOR fringe patt~rn' pnxJuct"d whil~ 

the ~arn expander is moved f11l1ht:, and further away from the ohj<.ct under in,pt'C tiun. It '-'lIn 

~ observed that a. the beam expan(jer i. rnu .. t"d a,,'ay from the obj~t. the resulti ng frin);'O 

p~uenl s bcWlne dad. "" "xpected and 31$(1 IQ,';<O ddinitiuIL The aim of I hi~ teM .... a5 w fi nd the 

optimum posnion of the ""am exp3nder ~ that ",,,11 CUDtrllStcd fri nge pan"m~ caD he 

pruduced continuQIIsly. Louling 31 the fringe palll:l1I. in f.gure 6.17;1 cnn tJ., -.eo:n 111.'11 tht: 

bo::.t '1u:11 it y fnn!" pan.,n,. Il/'l'" prudUted when the ""am ~xpandC'f is 31 JOOnlm. If tile ~m 

~)I,pandc r is posiliuned any d oo;er ;1 "ill be in the field of viC'" of lhe camcr~. l'un .... rmun: . 

at 300mm Ille manual iris of the CCTV len' is "lightly closed which .how~ 1hut po,ili()nin~ 

the beam expander slightly limn"r hack will aho still produce good quality fring" pallern~. 

I~ [ 500mm the fringe paltems are ,till wd l contrasted and no v;,ihle diff~r~nliation uan be 

rna"," between this fring~ pat\~111 and the olle produ~"u at 3(X)1llJ1l. Thi. show. tnat "'hell the 

ooanl expander i~ bet"""", 3OO.5(l(Jm," good qual ity Shcarographic fringe pat1emi will be 

p<oduced. 1.1 is clearly visible th:ll ,f>., f. inge p:l1lC'fns at 700ml1l and <)('l("lnun lire ,la. k ... and 

Illat [be friD~ p:lUC1lIS 3.e d""'l'P"arinl! inlo the b.acl::g.ouoo_ In figure 6. 17 ( .. ) ~nd CO IhC' 

wnlrnSt is eYC'D "'one wilh the fringes bting b3.e ly vi.ible. 
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(a} 300mm (b) 500mm 

(c) 70Omm (d) 800m," 

4e) 1100mm (f) 1300mm 

"" 
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(b) 500mm 

Ie) 700rnm (d) 900mm 

(e) 1100mm (f) 1300mm 

Figur~ 6.18 (a}-(f) depict, the fringe pattern, pwduceJ when u,ing Phase-,tepped 

Sh~arographic NDE. It Can be S~en from figure 6.18 (a)-(f) that there is a gradual 

deterioration in fringe quality. However. in Phase· stepped Shearography the fringes arc still 

more clearly \'i,ibl ~ than in conventional Shearography. 

g, 
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(C) 700mm (d) 900mm 

(e ) 1100mm (f) 1300mm 

~iK""" 6.19, V"I1'iJIsI tbe dis\anoe 0{ thelo,.I ~~ht, l'iU • ...,d Phas<·,t<pp.d image. 

Figure 6.19(a)-(t) are the fillered Pha>e-slepped fringe pattern, where (he effects of varying 

the light inlen.ity are dearly discernible. It l·an ~ .een from figure 6.19(a) that the 

boundari", of (he fring", (i.e. the 2x discontinuit;"s) are very sm{X}th as compared to the re>t 

of the images. therefore the irregularities On (he fringe boundaries point to a lack of la>er 

light. MoreovCT. i( can be seen that these irregularities on (he fringe boundarie. become 

worse with dimini'hing light. 
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Fig", • •• 20: FMd or ,i"" .. "" lb. con'pact Sh'OToyraphk "Hh an 8.Smm CCTY ["", 

TIle area that can be wvenod in one inspection (i,~, one image) is very important in that when 

i"'pecting a large object it will take longer if th~ field or vicw of the device is small, 

Therefore a fairly large imp"dion area is a pref~rred charactcristic for a compad 

Shcarographic 'yst~m to have, sin.;e it will tak~ less man h()\l" for t~,ting. 

Figur • •. 21: D1uroinolion orco of t • • ~x""nd.d laser b<a'" 
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The impoction area of the compact Shearographic system is a function of two things name! y; 

the optical configuration of the device and the illumination area of the I aser light. Pigure 6,20 

is an image captured hy the compact Shearographic system showing the tleld of view of the 

device in normal light with an g,jmm cerv lens. It can be seen frum figure 6,20 that the 

ccrv len:; ha:; a wide field of view and that almost the entire length of the blade can he seen. 

Pigure 6.21 is an image of the blade, in the same po.,ition a, .,hown by tigurc 6,20, captured 

when the laboralory lights are switched off and the helium-neon laser i, switched on. It can 

he ,een that the la,er power i, imufficient to illuminate the entire length of the blade and 

cove" an area of approximately I Scm in diameter. However when vi ewing the blade directly 

it can he seen that the laser light is able to illuminate the entire blade. 

The rea,on for seeing only a ,mall portion of the blade a, depicted figure 6.21 is that the laser 

has a Gaussian di,tribution with only the most inten", ray' of laser light make it to the CeD 

detector and the rest of the rays either being ret1ected or absorbed by the optical comjXJllent:;. 

Therefore only the inner rays of the expanded laser light which are the most inte n:;e make it 

into the detector of the CCD camera forming an 18cm area of illumination, The other rea:;on 

for loss of laser light is that the Michelson interferometer only captures 50% of the laser light 

in that the re,t of the la,er light is guided out of the device by the beam-splitter through the 

field Ie"'. 

The optics that have been selected for the prototype have the hest transmission (i. e. the lenses 

and beam-splitter) and reneetion (i,e. the mirrors) efj-lciencies within the allocated 

expcndilUre, Therefore it is clear that the inspection area of the prototype Can only he 

increased by using a higher power laser and thut the ojUcal configuration allows for a iarg.,,

area to be inspected. n'e inspection area of the Shearographic system using the 30mW 

Helium-neon laser i:; nOmm hy 220mm with the help of the custom software making lhe 

image brighter. Figure 6.22(a)-(c) depicts the conventional Shearography, Phase-ste pped 

Shearography and Phase filtered image of the fringe patlcrns taken using the 8,5mm CCTV 

lens with the ohiect at the same position a, in figure 6,20 and 6.21. 
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Filfll"" 6.22: insp"diun OIl" all thr"" dc[",,1!; (a) hjJl~o paturn usiJl~ Co",'onlional SboarOl:r.pb)'. (b) fringo 

p.u"m uslu~ Ph.sc-stept>W Sh ... ro~raphJ ~nd (t) FiUe..w Pha ... , tepped frin~e pattern. 

It can be . een from figure 6.22 that it i, impossible to ins""ct all three def~ct, at the "'m~ lime 

due to t~ lack of laser power. The distance betw~en th~ leading edg~ and th~ trialing edge 

,k,f~ct is 35cm and therefore only two of the tlxee defects Can be inspected ~t ~ time. 

6.4 Varying the Aperture nfthe Field Lens 

Contra,t and darity of fring~ patterns ~re extremely important in Shcarugraphy in that the lack 

uf fringe definitiun will hinder the ~bility of the compact Shearographic system in detecting 

the presence and location of flaw, in an object. The contra,t and re,olution of resulting fringe 

patteln. can be controlled hI' the d~yice by ooju,ting the ,iz~ of the manual iris in front of the 

field lens. Reducing the size of the manual iris increases the numeric~l aperture of the lens 
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[hereby reducing the amount of light that ente" the len, which subsequently increascs (hc 

MIT of the lens, hence producing fringe patlems [hat arc well resolved and contrasted. 

(e) 18mm 3perture (d) 23mm aperture 

}'i~u'" 6.2.1: V.ryin~ tho diamd. r of tho manual ids u, ing Com,oUooa( Sb •• rogr.plly 

Figure 6.23(a)-(d) depict. Conventional Shcarography fringe pattern:; that were proouced 

while varying the diameter of the iri, of (he field lens. It can be sccn from figure 6.23(a)-(d) 

that as (he diameter of the iris increases (he contrasl and resolution of the fringe.' ,tart, W 

decrea,e. In all in"tance:; the object was perturbed foc 2 second, wilh [he fringe pa!tem being 

captured 10 seconds after ,t~"ing. 
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(c) 18mm aperture aperture 

Figure '.2-1: Var)"ing Ule diaolelOr or Ule Otanu.) iris u,in~ Ph~ ... ".pp.d Sh""ro~nph)" 

Figure 6.24(a)-(d) depicts the fringe pattern, that were manif~sled using Phas~-8lepped 

Shearogmphy. Once again. although not as apparent as conventional Shearogmphy, it can be 

, een that th~re i, degradalion In fringe det'nilion. 
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(e) 18mm aperture 

n~ur< •• 25: Varyin~ the diamot<r of tb. manu,~ irl" p""""_IilI"nd inta~ .. 

f(gure 6.25(a)-(d) are the filtered images of figure 6.24(a}-(d}, It can b<' .,een that once the 

image' ~rc filtered no clear di.,tinction between the images can be made. except that the outer 

fringe' >eem tu becume rougher/noisy as thc iris diameter i, inc""a-;ed. 

The MIT< (.\1ooulation Tran'fer Function) curve, hM' the 23mm diameter Hasting triplet len' 

with a lOmm, 14mm and an 18nun alx:rturc i, ,hown in app"ndi~ D and an explanation of 

MTF can be fuund in appeudix A, The 'patial freq""ncy. mea>ured al the image plane (i, e, at 

the position of the detector of the CCD camera), is plolled on lhe ,--axis whereas thc _\1Tf is 

plolled on the y_axi,. The 'patial fre4uency of lhe compact Shcarographic systcm is 

approximated to be five cycles per millimeler and thereforc thc IOmm aperture ha' 83% MTP 

rating, the 14mm aperture has a 55% MTf rating and the l8mm aperrure ha.' a 34% MTF 

ss 
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rating. Therefure the rea,un for the degradation in fringe contm,t is due to the MrF rating 

(i.e. the ability to transfer contra,t) decreasing with increase in apertlLre size. Although the 

field lens's ability to transfer eOtltra:;t improves with a decrease in apelture, the ability of the 

Shearographic device to inspect a large area diminishe, due to less light entering the CCD 

Camem. Hence a compromise between MTF and inspection area has to be made for a given 

laser's illumination power. 

6.5 Inspection of a Section of the Main Rotor Helicopter Blade 

TlIC Shearographic system is capable of inspecting ubjeds witholLt any ,urface preparation; 

however spray painting an object increa<e, reflectivity and thereby makes it easier [0 find 

anomalies in the resulting fringe patterns. Therefore, the blade section wa, ,pmy-painted 

mall-white before testing could commeoce. During initialte'ting Conventional Shearogmphy 

wa, used [0 locate [he pres.cnce and location of defects. Ooce this was accomplished Phase

stepping and filtering were used to better observe tbe irregularitie,. Figure 6.26 i< a ,cilemalic 

,howing ,ide A uf the blade as well as [he location and the phase filtered fringe pallem:; of 

each of the anomalies that occurred when [he blade wa:; in<peeled. 
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FiguJ"C 6.27 d~plCh tile location and the ~QfT~lpol'l()lng Ph,.", 11Ittrcci frinl!~ patterns of IIIe 

anomalies when .ide B of the bladc was inspected Each of lhe anomalies will be discussed in 

gre;,ler dClail in [he ~lioJl~ that follow. 

.J 
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~'igur< (,.27, Schematic ,howin~ (bolo.calions vi' an ... ",ali." side Il ... r tt.o bl"u. 

6.5.1 Inspcdjuu of a Defec.t .Free Area 

It;\ impomml to ()/)"1',," the' fringe p~tLcm' or bck of thtIll when inspecting an ullthw~d arca 

of lOC hdicupkr bbdt w that the rcll<kr can gauge th e ,implicit]' of l()catin~ frinRe paltem 
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anomaly using Shearography. Figure 6.28(a) is a "fringe pallern" obtained when inspe~ling a 

defect-frcc orca of th~ blaoc_ Fjgur~ 6.28(b) and (c) ar~ the Pha,e-St~pp"d Sheamgraphic 

fring~ pattcrn alJd phas ~ y,ltcrcd of the defccHrec al'ca 

Fiyu ... 6.28: Frin~ pon.",. of. doI.c1 rr .. u"" lIs.in~: (~) Sll •• ro~ .... phy, (b) i'h~<c-Stopp.d 

Sh""rograph)' aDd (e) F:iU.dn~ of pbo." ima~ 

It ~an be '<Ccn from figurc 6_28(a) that speckle j, being ob,,,,,,,ed and nO fringe pattern, ha'e 

f()rm~d ,ince ther~ is no ~hange in lhe displacement gradicnt_ Figure 6.28(b) and (e) show the 

Phase-steppell Shcarography and Phase filtered "frjng~ patt~rn"" respectively. It ~"n be '~~n 

Irom (her,e imag~, a, well that no fringe patlerns have formcll. 
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65.2 Anomaly One 

Aoomaly number one occurred along the entire length of the blade section. 115mm away 

from the leading edge as sho",n in figure 6.29, The fringe pallems shown in figure 6,30(H)

(e) are from the bonom ~dg~ oftm, blild~ as shown in flgul'~ 6,26. 

fiR"'" 6.29: L""atiow and nlonl of anomaly 0"", on _.ide A of tho btad. 

It can be &cen fmm tm, Sheamgraphic fringe pHllem in figure 6,30(a) that the fringes are 

perfectly v~tt.ical indicating that the strain is unifurmly diSlributC<i and that the anomaly is 

symmetrical, I!ow ~v~r at the haltom of the image, which is the bottom oftlle blade, a slight 

divergence o[ the fringes i, visibl ~. Th~ divergence of the fringes is more evident in the 

Phase-stepped Shearugraphic and Pha'" fllter~d imag~s in figure 6.3O(b) and (e) re<pectiveiy, 

which arrea" to be H delamination lllat was probably cau,.,d when th~ blade was cU!. The 

Same type of fringe pattern as <hown in figure< 6.30(a)-(c) w"s observed when the entire 

length of the blad~ wa, illS[J"cteJ excluding the divergence o[the fringes. 
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¥igurr 6.30: t'ring. ""U.ms of anomaly on., side A, uo.in~: (~) Shoar,,~raph)', (b) Pha ... sloppillg and (e) 

!I1l.rin~ 

"lbe Same anomaly was observcd on the rever>e of the blade at exactly the <ame position 

"hich in [)ther words mC<IIIS that the anomaly is relatively large [)r that it i, sensed aero,s the 

entire cm,,·,eclinn of the blade, Figurc 6,3J(a) depicts the Shearographic fringe pattern 

while figures 6.31 (b) and (c) depid the Pha.sc·steppcd Shcarographic and Phase filtered fringe 

pattern of anomaly number one di,cerned on side B. 

'") 
Figur< 6.31, t"rillgc paU.-rn, of anomaly on<, ';de B, u>ing: (a) Sh.acograpby, (b) Ph ..... sloppin~ ud (e) 

flltori_g 
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It can be seen from the pictures that there are two localized displacements gradients, thtl One 

on the left is anomaly number one and looks exactly like the Innges on side A. The dense 

Innges on the right is anomaly number two which is al,o visible on both sides of the blade 

and runs parallel to allomaly number One. 

Fi~ ... ~ &.32: Pidure or II .. aluOliDIUOl oap on tb~ I •• dln!! «12. of tb~ blado 

After scrutinizing the cut out cross-seetioll of the blade it was realized that the allomaly 

occurred due to the way the bladtl was manufactured. The leading edge of Ihe blade is made 

of four differenl materials namely; aircraft j,,'rade aluminium, fiher-gla>s, carbon-fiber and a 

honeycomb matrix. The alWllillium piectl i, C-,hap"" and cover, Ihe leading edge to prevent 

Ilbrasion and ends exactly where anomaly number ail e was found a, sho"TI ill figure 6.32. 

Thill a1110 explains why the allomaly rullS across the entire length and on both sides of the 

blade in that the aluminium cover docs the same. Therefore the Shearob'l"aphic system picked 

a change in material which ii exactly how a defect would react when perturbed. 
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Ii.S.3 Anomaly Two 

Anomaly number two occurred 200mm away from the leading edge and was also found to run 

along the entire length of the blade on both side A and B as .,hown in figure 6.33. 

i', (bl 

l'i~UTO 6.33: Exton! ofanon'al" t",o on: (a) siMA and (b).m. Borth. I>tad. 

(.) 

1'12"'" 6.34: Fring. pat""n> of anon,.ly mo. ,ide A, u-,in~: (a) Sh"aro~raphy, (b) Phaso·stopplng and (0) 

mtcrin2· 
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Figure 6.34(a) depicts the Sh~arographic liinge pattern of anomaly two. It can be seen that 

th~ fringes ar~ dense in the center of the image and look very similar to the fringe patterns of 

anomaly one. Figure 6.34(b) and (c) show Phase-Stepped Shearol,'TlIphic and phase fillered 

fringe patterns of anomaly two on side A. The fringe patterns of anomaly two (m side B can 

be seen in figure 6.31(a)-( c), 

ri~ur< 6.3~: Piclure .bowtng d,e d'.R2~ In <omJ>O.ilion ~f the bl.de. "btu .nomaly two ooourrod. 

This anomaly occurs on both sides of the blade and is perfectly perpendicular 10 the boUom 

edg~ of the blade. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that it is a dct'ect in that it is so well shaped. 

Under close inspection. it was r<alized that anomaly tv.·o occurs where the composition ofth~ 

blade changes in that the leading edge is filled with fiber glass to increase strength and also 

covers approximately a quarter of the blade's surfitce. It can be seen from figure 6.35 that 

anomaly two occurs where the tlbcr-glass sheet stops therefor< producing an anomaly that is 

perpendicular to the width of the blade. 
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6.5.4 Anonml), Thr~~ 

Anomaly three oc~uITcd along the entire length of the trailing edge, on hoth sides of the blade 

and i, due again to a change in composition. l-'igure 1'i.36 shows the extellt of the anomaly, 

E~tent 01 a(\omaly three 

(,) (b) 

t'lguro 6.36: F.,t.wt oJ .womaly thrff on: (~) .00. A and (b) .id. B of tit. b1;td. 

The Shearographic fringe pHuem of anomaly three on side B is shown in tignre 6.37(a), It 

can be seen that there is localized dispiHooment gradient running pamllel to the tr~iling edge 

of the blade, Furthennore, the frillges ~ome Jenser t"o thirds from the bouom of the 

picture. The increa.,e in dellsity of fringe, Ht thi , point is dlLe to a stress concentr~tion which 

result, from a spa~ing between the ~lwninium strip, that balance the blade a, shown in figure 

6,38, 

Fip"' 6.37: Frin~. pottee'" uf o"on,al~' the«. 'ide n, ~sing: (~) Sh'arng",phy, (b) f'h",.·stoppin~ and Ie) 

rill<rin~. 
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Figure 6.37(b) and (c) depicts the Phase-stepped Shearography and phas~ filtered fringe 

patterns of anomaly three respectively. The bulging of the fringes and the increase in 

frequency at the str~ss conco:nlmtion Can be dearly seen Crom the fringe patterns of figurc 

6.37(b) and (c). This illuslmles how Shcarography Can also be used to find stress 

concentrations m manufactured parts as it measures the strain of the material ll<lt the 

displacement. 

}'tllu,e 6.38: Ptctur< of tho .pacl~2 bttw .. " atulntululn strIps ou tht traili"g edg. of tho blade. 

The manifestation of the fringes occurred OnCe again due to a change in composition of the 

blade. The trailing edge of the blade tapers with the blade first being made up of aluminium 

and liber-Klass and then narrOlving down into aluminium only as shown in figure 6.39. This 

also explains why there arc so many fringes in that the aluminium is a thin plate absorbing a 

lot of heat resulting in a high temperature gr~dio:nt when reaching th~ thicker part of the blade 

containing tiber-glas~. 
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F12n~ 6.39, PI~tll~ ,howlu2 tbo ~ban20 In oompOI!lUon of (be blado, who~ anomaly tbr •• occurred. 

6.5.5 Anomaly}'our 

Anomaly four occurred along the entire length of both sides of the blade at approximately 

400mm away from the leading edge, The extent and position of the anomaly is shown in 

figllTe 6.40. 

Extent of anomaly four 

(,) (b) 

FI2UroIiAO, Exton! oranom.ly four on, (a) .ldo A and (b) ,Ide D ofth. bl~d. 

Figure 6.41{a) depicts the Shearographie fringe pattern of anomaly four. It can be 'een that 

the fringes are elliptical in shape with the complete elliptical fringe marking the cauSe of the 

anomaly. Small half circle, can be ,een at the bottom of the picture distorting the large 
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fringes, which is due t(} delaminations that wh~r~ br()ught aooU\ wh~n the blade was cut. The 

minm delaminations as well as th ~ large dliptical fring~ can be &~en more dearly in figure 

6.41 (b) and (c), 

Fil(ll'" ~.41: Fring. plltl.n" of an"""'lv Iuu, sid. A, u'ln~; la) Sh.'T(I~aphy, (h) rhaso-st.ppin~ and (0) 

fi1terin~. 

Subsequenl w culling around lhe anomaly it was found that it was caus"", due!() a larg~ pi~ce 

of fiber-gla" that fills in the Ic.wing edge of th~ blade, This help' !() 'trength~n the blade 

again,l impact damage. figure 6.42 j, a picture ()f the cut pj~c~ of the blade. It can b~ '~~n 

from tigure 6.42 that th~ wall of the leading edge i, relatively thick making it difficult t(} 

d~tect a change in composition resulting in elliptical fringes rather than vCftical fringes as in 

anomalie~ one and two. 
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Figure 6.42; Plcmrc oftbcl •• ding odgo ,howio2 tho fi~r-21." fill 

6.5.6 Anomaly Five 

Anomaly five was a rcsult of tile visible defed on side B of the blade as shown in figure 6.43. 

sibil. defeci resulting in 
anomaly five 

FiKU", 6.43: I':ictur. .ho"i"K t~ ~j,jb~ defec1 "" .ide B of the bla~ 
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Figure 6A4, ~)iD~' p.ttcrns of .nonl~ly fin, ,id. B, using: (~) Shearo"apb" (b) Pbase-.tevpin~ and (e) 

IIttOJing, 

Figur~ 6.44(a) <kpiCI' Inc Sncarographie fringe pattem of anomaly fiv~ . Th~ fring~' in lhe 

cenler of the picture point to !he visible defect. The full extent of the fring~s of the <kfeCl 

cannot be seen as itli ~s between anomaly one and (wo. Th~ vertical dens~ t;-ing~s on th~ l ~ft 

and right of th~ defect are anomalies one and (WO respectively_ ln figure 6.44(b) and (cl the 

deme and irregular shop~d fling~s can be sa::n mOre clearly indicating the positkm of th~ 

defect. Judging from the pictures no int~mal damage was caused by the impact 

6.5.7 Anomaly Six 

Anomaly six is 0 delaminotion which probably resulted from th~ cutting the blade, as it is 

found on lhe \xJnom of th~ bla<k as shown in figure 6.27. Figure 6.45(a) depicts the 

Shearographic fringe pattern of the delamination. The half ~lliptical fringes can be seen in 

figure 6.4S(a) with three fring~ , forming ia the Phase·Stepped Shearographic and pha.,~ 

filtered images of figur~ 6.45(b) and (c) respectively. Close examination of th~ dd~ct ar~ a 

soowed no sign, oflhe defect being anything else but a dd amination. 
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f"lCUroIi.J5: Fdn,. pall .. "" of a""",aly 'I~, sldf R, ui.~: 1_ ) 51>00.011:"'1'11..", Ibl 1'1wIO.'loppi<>¥ _od 1.1 

nll •• I"" 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be made based on the results of the investigation: 

1. The compact Shearographic system is capable of detecting the presence and location 

of defects in composite structures. Furthermore, the device can differentiate between 

defects of varying depth by manifesting the appropriate number of fringes. 

2. The number of fringes that can be manifested by a flaw is dependant on the period of 

stressing (when using heating or cooling techniques) as well as the amount of time 

before the fringe pattern is captured by the user. Therefore when a comparison 

between defects is made, it is important to uniformly stress the object. It is also 

important to capture the images after stressing in the same period of time, otherwise 

the comparison will be incorrect. 

3. The correct amount of laser illumination is important when measuring the 

displacement gradient of an object. An abundance of laser light saturates the pixels of 

the CCD detector resulting in those pixels not contributing to the measurement of the 

displacement gradient. On the other hand, insufficient laser light makes it difficult for 

the phase to be extracted resulting in fringes that are not well contrasted and not 

clearly visible. 

4. The field of view of the Shearographic system is a function of the optical 

configuration and the available laser illumination. The Shearographic system is 

capable of using CCTV lenses of different focal lengths and has an optical field of 

view of 57 degrees when using the 8.5mm focal length CCTV lens. Therefore the 

only variable that limits the field of view of the device is the available laser 

illumination. Laser light is normally available in collimated "pencil like" beams. This 

beam must be expanded using suitable optics to cover the required surface area. 

However, the more one expands the beam, the lesser the illumination intensity 

becomes, a fact that can only be remedied by using a higher laser power. 
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5. The MTF rating of a lens, which can be manipulated by adjusting the aperture of a 

lens, affects the contrast and fringe definition of a fringe pattern. Reducing the size of 

the aperture of a lens increases the MrF and improves the contrast and resolution of a 

fringe pattern. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In view of the results and conclusions, the following recommendations can be made: 

1. The compact Shearographic system has been successfully tested under laboratory 

conditions; further work should be done to make the device fully portable so that 

testing can be done under field conditions to confirm that the results will be still 

satisfactory. 

2. The only variable that limits the field of view of an inspection area, using the proposed 

Shearographic system is the laser power. Therefore, further studies should be done to 

determine if two lasers of the same power can be used simultaneously or if a higher 

power laser can be made portable to improve light distribution and intensity. 

3. Another method of increasing the field of view of inspection is to use a CMOS 

(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) camera32 instead of a CCD camera. 

The CMOS camera allows the user to program the dynamic range of each pixel 

independent of each other whereas the CCD camera has a limited dynamic range, 

which means that a CMOS-sensor can gather more light than a conventional CCD

detector under the same illumination conditions. Therefore a comparative study 

should be done to determine the light efficiency and image quality of the fringe 

patterns, when using a CMOS camera and a CCD camera. 
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Appendix A 

1. Optics Background Information 

1.1 Fundamentals of Optics 

This section defines the necessary planes and points that are required to characterize a lens. 

Figure 1.1 below is a schematic of a lens having spherical surfaces and surrounded by air. 

Under these conditions the distances labeled f are equal even if the lens was not symmetrical. 

However fJ (front focal length) and /b (back focal length) will only be equal if the lens is 

symmetrical. 

-Ray lromobjeClatlnflnfty ---------".;--\-f--~=;;!4(.. 

-RaylromobjeClatlnflnfty --------~r~==f.:,4~ 

Front (prim"'Y) """" point + 

Front_pl_ ~-----I----------~ ~----------I-----~ 

I . E_ •• """" IoIng1h (EFL). may t.. po04iM1 (M -l or "",,-

If "FI'OI'l1 """" length (FFL) 

Ib • Back IoooIIolng1h (l!FL) 

t -Edgelhl-. • 
t • eent .. 1IIId<rNIao 
c 

Figure 1.1: The important planes and points that characterizes a lens27 
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1.1.1.1 Focal Length 

There are two distinct types of focal lengths namely; effective focal length (BFL) and the 

back focal length (BFL). The EFL, which is the more important of the two, is used to 

calculate magnification and is frequently used in all lens formulas. The effective focal length 

(denoted as f) is the distance between the principal point and the focal point as shown in 

figure 1.1. The principal point, as seen in figure 1.1, is usually inside the lens and therefore it 

is more practical to use the back focal length, which is the distance between the rear focal 

point and the secondary vertex of the lens. The front focal length (FFL) is the same as the 

back focal length except that the front of a lens is defined as the side of the lens that is closest 

to the object plane. 

1.1.1.2 Focal Point 

Parallel rays originating from one side of a lens will always traverse the focal point on the 

other side of it. This fact is the basis of locating the focal point. 

1.1.1.3 Primary Principal Plane (or Surface) 

The principal plane is a hypothetical surface and is defined as the loci where refraction is 

assumed to occur without reference as to where it actually does occurs. The point where the 

primary plane, which is actually a slightly curved surface, intersects the optical axis is known 

as the primary principal point. The secondary principal plane (or surface) is analogous to the 

primary principal plane. However, the primary principal plane is always the plane closest to 

the object plane. 

1.2 Image Formation by a Converging Lens 

The position of an image plane as wen as the magnification of an image is dependant on the 

distance of the object from the focal point of a lens. It can be seen from figure 1.2 that if the 

object is beyond the 2f point (i.e. a distance of two times the focal length) then the image will 

be real, inverted and smaller than the object. 
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---e---
object 2F F 

Figure 1.2: Object is placed beyond 2F l!I 

If the object is between f and 2f as shown by figure 1.3, then the image will still be real and 

inverted, but the image will be larger than the object. 

.............. 
2F 

Figure 1.3:0bJect is placed between 2F and F l!I 

real image 

Objects located between the focal point and the lens as shown by figure 1.4 will form a virtual 

image that is larger than the object. The virtual image is formed due to the rays diverging 

after traversing the lens. To a person viewing these diverging rays, they would appear to 

come from an image behind the lens, as in the case of a magnifying glass. 
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virtual image •.... :::::::::::-.:::::---
.... --

..................... ----
............. ---

I .................... 
~:--__ --T....;.....-i 

I F --------...........- ~---==- - -- - -- -
F 

Figure 1.4: Object is placed between F and the le~ 

Each point on an object emits light in all directions in a fonn of spheres with the rays being 

perpendicular to these spheres. However, when an object is infinitely far away in comparison 

to the focal length of the lens, the rays become parallel or collimated and will come to focus 

at the focal plane (as shown in figure 1.5). Figure 1.6 shows that the reverse is also true, that 

if light originates at the focal point then it will become collimated. The collimated rays can 

only be refocused if another lens is placed on the left of figure 1.6 (Le. in the parallel ray 

field) so that the rays will converge (as shown in figure 1.5) and create an image in the focal 

plane of the added lens. 
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Focal plane 

F 

Figure 1.S: Object at infinity 

collimated 
-------------..011----t-+--t---!-~~-----------

F 

Object at the 
focal point 

Figure 1.6: Object at the focal point 

1.3 The Thin-Lens Equation and the Magnification Equation 

For an object in front of a thin-lens, it is possible to detennine the location, size and nature of 

the image by using the technique of ray tracing or by applying the thin-lens and magnification 

equations. A lens is defined as thin if its thickness is much less than the radii of curvature of 

its two surfaces. Ray tracing can only be done with the use of Snell's law which is used to 

calculate the angle of refraction of light as it travels through media of differing density and is 
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the fundamental principle upon which the thin-lens and magnification equations are based. 

SneU's law is discussed in greater detail in section 1.5. The thin-lens equation is as foUows29
: 

111 -+-=-
do d j f 

(2.1) 

Where do is the object distance, di is the image distance and f is the effective focal length of 

the lens. These variables are illustrated more clearly in figure 1.7. It can be seen from 

equation (2.1) that if the object distance and the effective focal length are known then the 

image distance can be calculated. The magnification equation is as foHows29
: 

image height h. d. 
m= =-' =--' 

object height ho do 
(2.2) 

The magnification can be calculated either by using the object and image height or the object 

and image distance. The thin-lens and magnification equations can be used for thin-lenses or 

for paraxial rays, which are rays that are very close and parallel to the optical axis. In this 

region lens surfaces are always very nearly normal to the optical axis and hence all angles of 

incidence and refraction are small. Furthermore in equation (2.1) it is assumed that the lens is 

in air and therefore the thin-lens equation cannot be used if the lens is placed in a different 

medium (e.g. water). 
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image -.,....----

f-~ 

Figure 1.7: Schematic of the variables in the thin-lens equation29 

Certain sign conventions accompany the use of the thin-lens and magnification equations so 

that values calculated are correct and have better meaning. The sign convention is shown in 

table 1.1 and applies to light traveling from left to right for a real object. 

Table 1.1: Summary of sign conventions for len~ 

Summary of Sign Conventions for lenses 

Focal length 

fis + for a converging lens 

fis - for a diverging lens 

Object distince 

do is + if the object is to the left of the lens (Le. real object). as is usual 

do is - if the object is to the right of the lens (i.e. virtual object). this only arises in combinations 
lenses 
Image distance 

di is + for an image (real) formed to the right of the lens by a real object 

di is - for an image (virtual) formed to the left of the lens by a real object 

Magnification 

m is + for an image that is upright with respect to the object 

m is - for an image that is inverted with respect to the object 
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1.4 Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 

The modulation transfer function (MTF) is an extremely important parameter influencing the 

resolving power of an imaging lens. The MTF of an imaging lens incorporates both contrast 

and resolution. Moreover it is a measure of the lens ability to transfer contrast at varying 

resolution levels from the object plane to the image plane. 

The derivation of MTF can be explained by first defining contrast and it is defined by the 

following mathematical equation30
: 

/ -/. 
Contrast == max tml 

/ IIVfX + / min 

(2.3) 

Where /mo.x and /min are the maximum and minimum intensities of light emitted from an object. 

If it is assumed that an object has a sinusoidal irradiance distribution, where irradiance is the 

power per unit area of light that is reflected of the object, then scanning across the object for a 

period of time will produce a sequence of alternating maximum and minimum irradiance as 

shown in figure 1.8. The mean irradiance can then be defined as follows28
: 

(2.4) 

1 

b 

time 

Figure 1.8: Sinusoidal irradiance distribution as a function of time211 
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The variation of the mean irradiance is as follows: 

b=I -a max (2.5) 

Modulation M can then be calculated as the ratio of a and b, and is mathematically described 

by equation (2.6), which is the variation of the mean irradiance over the mean irradiance. 

b M=
a 

(2.6) 

However. when testing for performance one is not interested in the modulation of the object 

but rather in how much modulation is transferred from the object to the image. Hence it is the 

modulation transfer factor that counts. The modulation transfer factor T can be described by 

equation (2.7). 

M image T=--,,-
Mobjec, 

(2.7) 

If the image modulation is half the object modulation, as depicted in figure 1.9, then T is 

equal to a half. The modulation transfer function however, is not a single value and varies 

with spatial frequency R. Therefore it is not called a transfer factor T but a transfer function 

T(R) known as the modulation transfer function (MTF). 

Object Image 

Figure 1.9: Contrast variation from object to image28 
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Spatial frequency refers to the number of line pairs per millimeter, where a line pair is a black 

and a white line. No lens at any resolution, even theoretically, can fully transfer contrast to an 

image due to the diffraction limit. Furthermore as the line pairs per millimeter increase (Le. 

as the spatial frequency increases) it becomes increasingly difficult for contrast to be 

transferred as shown by figure 1.10. It can also be seen that image contrast is measured as a 

percentage of object contrast. Furthermore, black and white is 100% contrast and gray on 

gray is 0% contrast. 

Whi. 

Black 

Whl. 

Black 

Objact 

Imqlngla,. Imaga 

I I I 
White 

9O%0c:Intnllilt --;--\+1 

1«11--1--100% Oc:IntnIlt 
Black 

1111 
Imaging lana 

White 

200;{p Oc:Intnut---+-+ 

11,,+---100% Oontraat 

Black 

Figure 1.10: Increased frequency causes a lack of contrast 

MTF graphs for commercial lenses can be obtained from companies like Edmund Industrial 

Optics who use an Optikos VideoMTF measurement system to plot MTF graphs of various 

lenses. A typical MTF graph is shown in figure 1.11 where the y-axis is the percentage of 

contrast and the x-axis is the frequency of the lines. It can be seen that the contrast drops as 
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the frequency increases; also the frequency is measured from image plane and not from the 

object surface. 

LI.. 

fi 
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CopyrlflolO _ 0,-. 1M. JfIIIl 

-Toleranced -Nominal 

Figure l.ll: A typkaI MTF em-ve 

250 

MTF of a lens can however be manipulated by varying the aperture size and wavelength. The 

wavelength of light will not be t.aken into consideration as this investigation only uses 

monochromatic light. It can be seen from the MTF graphs in appendix D that a decrease in 

aperture size of a lens increases the contrast whereas larger apertures reduces the contrast. 

Other factors such as atmospheric haze, poorly manufactured lenses. scratches and 

contamination such as dust and fingerprints reduce resolution and contrast. 
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1.S Aberrations 

Aberrations are intrinsic shortcomings of a lens, even if the lens is made from the best glass 

and is free from manufacturing and other defects. This is due to the fact that in general, 

spherical lenses yield perfect imagery only in the paraxial region. However, by careful 

manipulation of a system's physical parameters (e.g. power, shape, thickness, glass type, the 

distance between lenses and the location of stops) these aberrations can be minimized}. Most 

aberrations occur with monochromatic or single wavelength light and are called 

monochromatic aberrations. Examples of monochromatic aberrations are spherical 

aberration, coma, oblique, astigmatism, curvature of field and distortion. The rest of the 

aberrations occur with polychromatic light or light that contains at least two wavelengths and 

examples of these are chromatic aberrations and lateral color. Monochromatic aberrations can 

be further divided into two categories namely; aberrations that cause blurring such as spherical 

aberration, coma and oblique astigmatism and those that cause dislocations such as curvature 

of field and distortion. Furthermore aberrations such as spherical and chromatic aberrations 

can act in two different directions (i.e. in the axial and lateral directions) and have their own 

causes and corrections. 

For numerical analysis, aberrations can be handled along two general lines, considering either 

the rays or the wavefronts. In paraxial-ray tracing the imaging characteristics of a lens in a 

system can be determined by tracing many rays through the system and by applying Snell's 

Law at each interface that is encountered. The direction of a light ray after refraction at an 

interface between two homogenous, isotropic media of differing index of refraction is given 

by Snell's Law in equation (2.8) 27, 

(2.8) 

Where 81 is the angle of incidence 82 is the angle of refraction, and both angles are measured 

from the surface normal as is shown in figure 1.12. This means that in practice we can 

estimate the image quality of most optical systems by using certain approximations. The sine 

function in Snell's Law can be mathematically represented by the Taylor series expansion, 
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(2.9) 

Where theWs are given in radians. However if only the lim term i, retained (i.e. il i, 

a"umed that sin 8, ,,8,1. for simplitlcation purposes. then this is known as lim-order lhoory 

or paraxial theory. An abcmtion free optical system wonld form its image at a poim and lO 

tfle sin indicated by the paraxial tlleory: though it is well known that thi, " ~n over 

'implitication and that a peJtect optical system does not exist. Paraxial theory is however 
-, used to dctcrmme system focal length. magnitication. conjugate distances ... etc". So another 

dclinition of aberrations would be how much (OC image differ> Ii-om the paraxial prediction. 

Another way of gelling a more ac~urate prediClion is to take the third order term, of equation 

(2.9) into account and this is known a<i third-order theory. This theory was extensively 

investigated by Seidel and therefore third-order lem aberrations are called Seidel 

aberrations"7 

.'gmo 1.12:Sob~matic depictin~ SnoU'. UtW" 

If aberrations arc numerically analyzed u'lllg wavefronts then it should be noted thal 

wavefronb ,hould be ,pheri~al to converge LOward a point. However in terms of aberrations 

cau_,eJ by image-blur, lOC light docs nO! converge toward a point which means that the 
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wm'efronts arc not perfectly spheric~1: they are di,torted. The distance by which the ideal 

reference ,phere departs from the actual 'poore, measured along the radius of the reference 

sphere, i, called the ",al'e aberration" . 

In curvature of field and distortion, the wavefroms arc ,pherical blllthe ,pheres arc displaced: 

the wave/roms corne together but at the wrong poim, Applying wm'e aberrations is 

advantageous in that the pmh difference of one surface can be directly' added to the path 

difference of another >l1.l'face in the optic~1 syste m to find the total abe rration present, 

1.5.1 Spherical Ab{'rratioru; 

Spherical aberration, ~re caused by rays coming IOgether at different foci as well as rays 

pas,ing these foci at varying heights ~bove the optical ax.iI. Figure l.13(a) illu,trates how an 

abe rration free len, focuse, collimated light. It can 00 seen that all the ray' pa,> through the 

focal point. but in reality these 'ingle element len,e, do not behave in such a manner, It can 

be seen from tjgure J.2(b) that the ray's close to the optical axis, known as paraxial rays, 

corne together attne focal point just like the aberration free len,. Howe,'ef, the outer ray' of 

the le ns known as the marsinal ray.' come together before reaching the focal point. Thi, 

means that the lens is under-carrecud and if the marginal ray' came together after the focal 

point then the lens will be overcorreClcd. 
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}"ij';uro 1.13, SpllorlcaJ .bcmotion of a pt~no-canv<' l<n?' 

The di:;tanc~ along tile oplical axis 1x.1wcen tM inu,rcept of the marginal ray' and paraxial 

TItj'S i. known a, the lo"gitudinal SphCFic"/ "bCFmliott (LSA) ,"- Th~ tratt,<"~ru .<pnerical 

ah"rration (TSA) is detin~d as the height aoove or bd()w the optical axis where the marginal 

ray inters~Cl' the plane of pamxial focus'. The transverse ,ph~"ical a~rrati on is related 10 the 

longitudinal 'pherical aberration by toc following equation", 

[SA = LSA tan 1 (2.10) 

'Where, refer:; to tile sl'-'P" of tile rrutrginal my, If a screen w~re t() ~ put in place at the 

focus of the marginal ray:> ()n~ would observe that tile marginal ray" are in focu" The 
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paraxial rays at t~ ,ame plane wili fmm a diffuse disk as the,e ray' are out of focu~. The 

reverse will occur '" the focus of the paraxial rays. TIle cross section of lighl with a minimum 

diameter ~tween the marginal focus and the paraxial focus is called the circle of least 

confusion and this i:; wherc the ,harpe,t image can be found. 

To hring a set of parallel rays to the same focal point rc<]Uires a lens :;urfacc of varying 

curvature since sin fJ is not truly equal to (J except at fJ = 0". High surface quality lenses are 

manufactured by grinding and polishing technique" ",hich can only produce spherical or 

cylindrical surfaces. Aspherical lens~ s are the only lense, with varying radii and arc 

produced by molding. The di'advantage of thi, pmce>s is tlml the'e lenses have an inferim 

:;urface finish. Spherical a~rration is dependent ou the shape of a len" it, oriemation and the 

conjugate ratio that is used. Furthermore, under certain condition, combining two or more 

sph~ricallenses can virtually eliminate spherical a~rration. This can be done by combining 

,imple positive lenses, which are under-corrected, with negative lenses, which are 

overco"",cted for splrerical aberration. Spherical aberration will be negligible in a system if 

the neg;JIive and positive element, within the system arc nearly equal but opposite in 

magnitude in tenus of spherical aberration. This i:; done in doublets where positive and 

negative lenses are cemented together to yirlually eliminate :;pherical aherration. 

1.5,2 Astigmatism 

Astigmatism i, an ab~rration that only occun; off-axis. Any object poiut thaI is a sub:;tamiaJ 

di,tance away from the oplical axi, will cause a cone of rays ,tmting at thaI poinlto :;trike lhe 

kn, asymmetrically, giving rise to a,tigrnati,m. The word astiglliatism coroe.s from two 

Gre~k words namely: a-, which means not and sligma-, which mean' 'pot m point. Th~ 

meaning of the word astigmatism therdore perfectly d~,cribcs this aberration sinc~ the focal 

point of the lens develops into a three-dimen,ional focal figure krIown as a conoid. 
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Fiyure 1.14: Im,ging of on off·axi, pnint-" 

Itppendix It 

.Figure 1.14 above is a schematic o[ an uptical system imaging an u[[·a"is point. It Can be 

, een that the langenUa/ or maidiona/ plane contains the optical axis and the object point. 

Tfie ray' radiating [rom the object puint that lie on this plane are known as langenlial or 

meridional ray" e.~cept fur the chief my which starts from the ohject point and goes through 

tfie center of the len" n.e .mgittal or radial p/lIn, also cont.1ins the chief ray and is 

perpendicular to the meridional plane. All ray:; lying on the sagittal plane are known as skew 

or sagittal rays. 1lIc meridional plane's angle of slope >tayl; constant as the meridional ray, 

travel throlLgh the lens. Ilo\\", .. er the sagittal plane, 'lope change, a, t~ chief ray is deviated 

at various element" Therefore to be mo", acclLrate. one Mtuulcl imagine ,everal sagittal 

planes with each plane i Ilu>;trating tfie deviation of t~ chief ray at varioo, element" 
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A'tigmatisffi does not occur wh~n tre object point il On tre optical axis sinc~ the Cone of ray' 

will be symmetrical when striking t~ surface of th~ lelw T~r~fore th~re is no need to make 

a distinction between the meridiomd and sagittal planes. This means that all focal lengths will 

),., th~ sam~ and that all rays will come together at a single point. However, this will only be 

true if sprerical aberration i8 008Cnt. In contrast, when imaging an off-axis point ther~ will be 

two distinct plane.! namely the mcridional and sagittal planes, which have diffcrmg focal 

lengths. Th~ meridional raY I focus closer to thc lens than the sagittal rays fOrlning a conoid 

as shown in figure 1.15. Il can),., """n from the schematic that a, the cone of rays traversc 

tn. len,_ ddmmati(}Jl occurs in the meridional plane tramfonning the cro,s-8cction of beam8 

into an ellip,e. Thil i8 du~ to the meridional rays having a slJoller focal length. The ellipsc 

then d~generatcs into a line, known as th~ primary image, at the tang~ntial or m~ridional 

focus. After thi,' point the cms"-,,,ction th~n grows and ),.,L'Omc8 circular at tre point known 

as the circle of l~ast confusion, which i8 a circular blur. Deformation of the circular cross

section then staflS to occur in the sagittal plane, until once again the dlipse degenerates into a 

lin~, blown al the secondary image, at the ,agirtal (lr mdial focu". The separation of tm, 

meridional and sagittal conjugates is bXlwn as a'tigmatisffi. 
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l*~ 
Figuro 1.1~: Dist"rtion <>f imav.< duo 10 astigmalism" 

{., 

Th~ difk'renc~ in [ocHI knglh of the IWO planes is known as the astigmatic difference and as 

thi, difference increas~s (i,e, as the object point mOV~j further frum the optical axis), so~, 

the d ia.lll~ter of the circl~ of l~a't confmion, The increa,ing of the a,tigmatic diffcr~nce al,o 

change, the orientation of the prim:uy Hild ;econdary line image, However Ih~ primary line 

image will alway , be tangential to a circle drawn arOUOOlhe optical axis and the secondary 

line image will alway, be radial wilh r~sp~ctto the optical axi" I'igure 1.16 illustrates how 

Ihi> occurrence affects lhe imaging of an optical 'y,tem, It CHn be ,CCn from figure 1.1~)) 

that a point object, becau,e of astigIlllitism, will be imaged as a tan~""ntial line at the 

mcridionHl focus (M) Him a radial line at the Sagittal focu8 (S), If the object is a radial Ii ne, as 
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shown by figure I .16(b), tben it will be blur at M and ,harp at S. Tangential lines arc sharp at 

M and blur at S, as depicted by t'gure 1. 16(c). If the obj""t is a wagon wbeel then the rim 

(whicb is a <urn of ,bort langential line,) will be ,harp at M, wbile the spokes will be ,barp at 

s. 

Astigmatism depends mostly OIl COlljugate mtio, amI leru; 'hapc only if the aperture in the 

system h tKlt in direct COlltact with the lens itself. If an optical system docs not cont.ain an 

aperturc Or stop then it i, tbe lens itse lf that serves a, the aperture. 

1.5.3 Coma 

Coma, like astigmatism, oceuN only when the objcct point is off·axi,. It is also very ~imilar 

to ,pheri~al aocrration (SA) in that the ray bundle does not focus to a point. However. even if 

an optical system has been corrected for spherical aocrration it will ~till exhibit COma. This 

aberratioll originates from the fact lhat the principal plane Can only be trealed '" a plane in the 

paraxialrcgion. 

,..- f, 
I 

,_~ ....... I 

I} •• __ ...... 'w" 
I . _"', ""'OM" "'" 

I--- f.- --I 

Fip1~ 1.17; Th. principat pl.n. 
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It can be seen from tigure I 17 that the principal plane is actualiy a principal curved 8urface. 

In th~ ab>ence of sprn.rical a\);,rration this curved surface bring' paraxial ray' to a point at F", 

a diWlIlce ~quivalent to the hock focal l~nglh (BK) of the len:; from the vertex, The rays 

traversing the off-ax i, region of tM lens will howev~r ha,'e diff~ring effective tOcal lengths at 

variou, points On u,., l~n8 which in turn cau,e, th~ magnification< at the, e varion, points to 

ditkr. Thi, produ~es a blur in u,., imag~ plane of off-axis object points a, illu,trated in figure 

1.18. A, a result, the off-axis obj""t point is not imaged as a point but a' a characteristic 

comet-like f1ar~. It can also 00 ,oon from figure 1.18 tha1the outer ring is form~d due to the 

inter"!C1ion of marginal ray' in which ca,~ th~ distance between 0 and J i:; known ItJngenliul 

coma ami the ilislanc~ from 0 to 3 on Li is tenned the .<a~iltal cnma. 
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fi~un US: The aff«t uf roma un an ooj«t point" 

Cuma ean be positive or negative depending on wlletller tile marginal rays come to a poim 

closer or funher away from tile optical axi, a, compared to th~ inner ray'. If the marginal 

ray' com~ tu a point clmer to th~ optical axis than tire inn~r ray' Llien tile coma i, ,aid to be 

negaLi ve as shuwn in figure 1.19(a). If tile inner rays eome to a point closer Lo the opLical axis 

then the marginal rays th.cn the coma is said to I:>e positive a' .Ilown in figure 1.18 and 

1.19(h). 
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l'lgurc 1.19, Ncgath' • • nd posith'. co",.'" 

As with spherical aberration, coma can be corrected by using multiple surfaces Or by 

changing the shape of the lens symmetric about a central stop, Figure 1.20 illu,trale, how 

various lens shaJll'S aff~ cl' coma. It can be so:.n that a concav~ posiliv~-meniscus lens shaJll' 

with an object at infinity has a large ~gativ~ coma while the convex meniscus lens shape has 

a large posjuv~ coma. Therefore an ~quiconv~ x lens shap~ will produce n~gligible coma, 

The image quality can aho he improved by judiciously placing an aperture or a stop in an 

oplical 'y,tern as to el iminate marginal rays. 
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L~n~ Shape Sign of Com. 

e .. uj·conve~ 
Zero 

Conv~x·planar 

Large p"",lllve 

Fib"''''' 1.20: Tho al'fed or len. sh~p. on coma 

1.5.4 Field of Curvature 

Field of curvatur~ i, closely related to astigmatism, ill that any obli'lu~ ray will traverse the 

l~ns a,ymmetrically alld therefore shonens its focal l~ngth '" One travels away from the 

optie,d a.>;is, TIli:; causes the image plan" to develop into a 3-djmensiollal paraboloid, which 
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known as a Pelzv<l1 surface, after the Hungmian ma[hema[i~ian Josef Ma,;. Petzval (lS07-

1891). figure 1.21 illmtrates thi, phenomemm, where it ~an be seen thai [he more oblique 

rays cause greater curvature. In the presence of astigmatism [his problem is compounded 

,ince there will oc two paraboloidal image .urfaces cmresponding with the tangential ami 

sagittal conjugates. 

~';':ur. 1.21: ~ld<l of curvature" 

A positive lens develops an inwarrl facing Petzval surface, where a, a negative fieldflarr~ner 

Iem. produce' an outward facing Petzval ,urf"ce. Tfle rig-hi combination of positive and 

negative len"" will therefore negate ~urvature of Held. Another approach i, to 'imply place 

a spherical mirror, which conforms to tD:: tjeld of curvature, in Ihe image pJaJle. 

1.5.5 Distnrtinn 

Di,tonion differ, from the other mom)(;hf()mati~ abcrratioI1S in Ihat these aberration' refer to 

the failure of a lens to form a point image from a point object". The fact that different area, 

of a lens have different focal length' and dlfferent magnification, produces distortion. 

Di,tortion docs nO! produce a lacl of 'harpnc" but cauSCS the magnification of the Image to 

vmy with dis.lance from the optical axis. This simply means thaI a lens will image an object 

point porfectly but II will be mapped to [he wrong: location on the image plane . Pincushion or 

positive diSI()rlivn is when magnification increases with increasing distance from the opti~al 

a:-;i" a' illustrated in figure 1.22(a). It can be seen from tlgure 1 .22(b) that ba,.,.d Or n~gatiw 

di.</rm;()n is [he opposite of pincushion distortion ,ince magnification decreascs with 
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increasing distance from thc optical a"il. Furthermore, it can be seen tMat distortion increases 

as one moves away from the optical axis. 

OBJECT PINCliSHION 
OISTORTION 

'++!+1 ~. 

:w:t:± 
P ++\ 

}·;gurol.22: Dim,,"i",," 

BARREL 
DISTORTtON 

Distortion can be prevenlcd by placing a stop midway hetween two identieallen,es. By doing 

SO distortion created by the first lens will be eliminated hy the socond lens. Furthermore, a 

l>erfeclly symmetrical optical witM a magnitjeation ratio of 1:1 will eliminate di,tortion a, 

well as coma and lateral color for tMat malter. Another metOOd of negating di,tortion is by 

u,ing a fairly tMin lens. which develops rclati vel y little distortion. 

1.5".6 CbromalicAberralion 

Chromatic ~berration differs from tfle aberrations discussed e~rli er as it only occurs in 

polychromatic light. The quintessential feature of chromatic aberration lies in the f~ct that th e 

index of refraction of a m~terial is a function of its wavelength. This means that blue light 

(Le. short wavelength light) will COll1 e to a focus elmer (i.e. due to a higher index of 

rcfroction) to the lem then red light (i. e. long wavelength light), if the light traverlC, ~ 

llO,ilive lens element as sho",n in tjgure 1.13 When the blue light eomes to focus before til e 

red light it il known ~s positive chromatic abelTation and if tMe oPllOsite occurs, it is known as 

neg~[iv e eM romatic aberration. The horiwlllal distance between th e two focal point, il known 

as lon!'iiwdinal chromatic aberralion or lon!'iiwdina/ en /or. The minimum cro,,·s~'C[ional 

area between the lWo focal points is known as the circl~ of least (."(mfu,ion where the best 

image will be produced. 
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Figure 1.23: I.ongitudinal cbrumatk ab.rralion17 

Chromatic ~rration can t,., eliminated in the Same m~nner as ,pherieal ~lx:rration in th~t 

positi\ie ~nd neg~tive lenses produc~ opposite sigm of chromatic aberration. Therefore the 

right combin~tion of these l~n"" can produce a chromatic aberration-free optical sy,tem, 

known as ~ double!. 

1.5.7 Lateral C .. loT 

LaI~ral color like chromatic aherration only pooes a problem in polychromatic light and is th ~ 

lateral elfcct of chromatic aherration. The main charocteristic of lateral color is that blue 

light will have a higher index of refraction then red light, which c~uses the ray, to intercept 

the im~ge pial'" at diff~rent height" a, ,hown in figure 1.24. This in ciICet causes a 

magniflcation djtf~r~nc ~_ This me,ms th~t if One were to pl~cc a screen at the blue focus one 

would sec a smaller image with its d~tail, surrounded hy a red halo and if one were to move 

the screen to the r~d focus, th ~ image will he larger Wilh its details h~\iing ~ blue halo. 

~to'" ""'''': 

,od """ "''1: 
~" ",h' ' "'" ; :----, -'---< 

~A __ ~~-'~o_--:; 

Figure 1.24: I.atoral ml<>r"' 
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Lateral color can be eliminated by judiciously placing a stop within the optical system. When 

using a simple lens, lateral color is negated if the stop is in contact with the lens. 
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2. Derivation of the final Intensity Distribution in Digital 

Shearography 

Let a = 8(x+ox, y)+8(x, y) and b = A¢ 

Therefore 

I, =1" -Ib =2A2(I+cosa)-2A2(I+cos(a+b)) 

=> 2A2 + 2A2 cosa- 2A2 - 2A2 cos(a+b) 

=> 2A2 cos a - 2A2 cosacosb+ 2A2 sinasinb 

=> 2A:2 cosa[l-cosb]+ 2A2 sin asinb 

=> 2A 2 cos a[ 1-1 + 2 sin 2 %] + 2A 2 sin a sin b 

=> 2A 2 cos a( 2 sin 2 % ) + 2A 
2 sin a sin b 

=> 4A2 cos a sin 2 E.+ 2A2 sin asinb 
2 

=> 4A 2 cos a sin 2 E.+ 2A 2 sin a(2 sin E.cosE.) 
222 
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Since cos{x + y) = cos x cos y - sin x sin y 

Since cos y = 1- 2 sin 2 I 
2 

Since sin y = 2sin1cosI 
2 2 

Since sin (x + y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y 
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Voltage 
Wire 

R1 '" R4 '" 32.48 
R2 == R3 -18.15 

R1 

All dimensions are in millimeters 

I~ 13.79 ~I 

18.00 

Schematic of the Hastings triplet 

Displacement 
cylinder 

25 

Mirror 

R4 

Schematic of the Piezo..electricaDy Driven Mirror 
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CClV 
Lens 

s are In millimeters All dimension 
Note: Drawing is not to scale 
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51.426 18 25 

Schematic of the Compact Shearographic System 
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